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HELD NOTES
I

wnts ts still beautiful. Never mind that
fart-food joints burn “eon holes in the
Boulevard St. Gemmb~, or that busloads
of tourists wetig
funny hats obscure
the viev; of the Seine. Never mind that
young Pyisians dress as if they’re trying
out for parts in IK?.sfSide Stcwyor Rebel
l~ithout fl Cause. Paris is still Paris.
These are my thoughts as I climb the
marble stabcase of the Rue Mange
apartment building, past the old ladies
peering from behind their doors. As
there is no sign, it takes me some time to
tind the office of Fmnk, the latest journal to attempt a revival of the expatriate
wiling scene. Greeting me at the door.
Frank’s editor, David Applefield,
doesn’t look much different from the
last time I saw him 10 years ago in a suburban Toronto hiih-school cafeteria.
Wild curly hair. a long face, and a
Boston drawl. The apartment is just
what one might imagine for a writer in
Paris - slvlted edligs. cheap wicker
furniture. piles of books, even a French
girl-friend at the kitchen table with a
baguette tmd the Paris newspapers.
And. of course, piles of fink.
Applefield. 28, understandably looks
haggard. Just back from Greece (“a
tourist on every rock”), he is already
packiry for Berlin. where he w8l be
tcachiy wlting for the University of
Maryland, mostly to kids of U.S. militory personnel. These occasional stints,
along with some teaching in Paris, have
enabled him to live here for the past
year. Originally from Boston, he moved
to Toronto with his family and enrolled
in the same hi school I was attending.
Applefield gained notoriety by running
for school president and conducting a
wnpalgn that seemed too aggressive too Anlelica” - for our taste. lie waupapered the szhool with photographs of
himself. Before the vote his candidacy
was declared void by a student council
that concluded (against his protests) that
he had exceeded the eampeign spending
limit by five dollars.
Applefield retomed to the U.S., and
chile talr3g his M.A. at Northeastern
University he founded Frank with univusity money, producing one issue.
(The name was chosen for being “short
and unacademic.“) When he settled in

Paris he hoped to become Frank’s Europea” editor. but that arrangement WIlapsed and he took over the magazine.
In Patis;AppleIield
sensed the arrival
of a “third wave of expatriate writing.”
The 1920s produced such magazines es
transition.
lhmsullanllc
Review, end
Thb Quwter, while the ’50s saw the
birth of the Paris Review. “But this
time,” Applefield says, “the writers are
isolated from each other. They aren’t
sitting in caf6.s talking about art.” The
’80s need a new magazine to act as a
catalyst, and he has adapted Fmnk into
“a” international journal of contempcrary writing and art.”
The first Paris issue, a thll paperback
of elegant, minimal design, contains
work by Americans in Paris and exiles
from enough countries to form a small
United Nations.
Chilean poet Luis
Mizdn and South African painter and
writer Breyten Breytenbach ere among
the better known, but no slwle contributor among the nearly SO is given
enough space to make more than a fleeting impression. Generally the effect is
literate and lively, if somewhat lacking
in passion. The bold purple banner that
wraps the cover heralds work by Ferlinghetti and Kemuac (an unpublished
poem), but they belong tn another era
and aren’t the names that Fmnk will need
to prove Appltield right and place it
alongside the legendary Paris magazines.
Applefield promises to make Frank
“more avant-garde” in the fiuure, but

date sold 500 of the 800 copies needed to
break even. Copies have bee” placed in
book stow in London. New York, San
Praneisco, end Toronto. Workllg M
the press for coverage. Applefield has
managed a glowing atticle bt Pasion.sr,
Paris’s English-language monthly. The
International Herald lXbune, however,
turned him down and instead covered
the relaunching
of Pati
Magazine.
Making its fust appearance since 1967,
Paris Magazine is issued by George
Whitman, the man who has been running Shakespeare & Co. (named after
Sylvia Beach’s origitml bookshop) on
the left bank for more than 30 years.
Besides new writing, the journal includes
articles about the earlier expatriates, snd
some writers are dismissing
it as
nostalgia.
Applefield plans two issues of Frank a
year. While he was away in Greece the
submlsslons qui&ly piled up. A lot of
writers would Like to appear in a Paris
literary magazine, but so far Fmnk only
has a handful of subscribers. If it survives will Applefield settle in Paris for
good? He clears his throat and says,
“Nowadays it’s possible to live in two
- CARYFAOAN
placevat once.”

of what’s expected of a Paris magazine
Bs any intellectual commitment or pre.v
sure from the work itself. Like editors of
literary journals in Canada, he speaks of
eclecticism and the need for being open
to all kl”ds of writing. When I suggest
that there are plenty of “eclectic” magazines in North America, he mutters
phrases I have hued fmm editors back
home: the more magazines the better;
the old o”u are stale; no one is publishing unknown writers.
Still, the fmt European issue of Frank
is more than promising, and while many
of us may dream of living in Paris and
start& a magazine, Applefield has done
it. He ls promoting Fhmlwith
the same
kid of energy that he pat into that highschool election uunpaig”. The frst issue
cost him 84,000 (U.S.) and he has to

nYw3 u+Ta Fhdericmn is a little Like
b*ng Alice dropping down the rabbit
hole: the world becomes narrower and
narrower as you slide into that forestsurrounded,
riw-washed,
&shaded
Loyalist outpost; the”, in a blink of the
eye, it expands, spreads outward, sod
shows you a hundred surprising facets.
After four days hi Fredericton, you
begin to think that there must be more
writers per capita in that city than anywhere else in the country. You begin to
see it as a cultural crossroads, ‘a
Samarkand of the Canada Council Silk
Route - every Canadian writer of note
must have passed through at one time or
another, leaving his or her mark in the
form of a nugget of gossip, a characteristic anecdote, a” autographed book cm
a library shelf.
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This fall Edna Alford, Carol Shields,
PhUip lireiner, and myself made the trip
down the rabbit hole. The occasion was
the first Great October Piddlehead Ft*
lion Conference. arranged and presided
over by Kent ‘llmmpson. the dapper,
bearded mays of the East who seems
enthusiastically
and single-mindedly
bent on creating a world full of litemttm
aad art and talk of same.
The four of us took tums reading at
the Cellar Theatre on successive days;
evening, v:a convened for what Thompson called “paripatetic literary discussions,” either at his house on Albert

Street near the university or in William
and Nancy Batter’s livtig-mom. The rest
of the time we had to ourselves, to explore the city, walk along the river bank,
wonder over the authenticity of the
world’s largest staffed frog la tbe
masautn, or sit under Dali’s Santiago del
Grade in the art gallery - though at
every turn our host was there, like Prospem, exhortittg. adjurhtg, urging: “Talk
about writing. Talk about writing.”
Statting out, we were mostly cwious
as to why w’d been invited; what contman theme or style had Thompson discoveted7 Bacept for Carol Shields (who
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- note this as a possible answat in some
future CanLit trivia. game met
Thompson when they were undargraduatas at Hanover College in Indiana), we
wae not well-known. And Thompson
himself slyly refrained from lab&u
his
mnferattce, saying only that he asked us
becausi he liked our writing, which he
had discovered reading Fiddlehead submissions and Canada Council applications.
If anything became clear as the conference wore on, it was our wnnton use
of striking imagery Gothic or
apocalyptic: Alford’s hoya and the mlting bodies of the aged (“The Hoyer”
fmm A Sleep Full qfDreams), Kreiner’s
fiery sunset over Montego Bay with the
canefields burning in the background
(from his novel Hearlland.& my own
fmzen prairie city and a dog dmwbtg
under the river ice (“Dog Attempts KI
Dmwn Man in Ssskatoon”). The stories
seem almost to come out of the images:
physical reality is enhanced until it is
nearly hallucinatory. and the characters
huddle in the interstices of the narrative,
variously putrefying,
sweating, and
freezing - puzzled, mmplaiaing,
and
complex.
It was equally &at that we had all
thought long and hard about manipulation of point of view and narrative divtance. Iiear~iaadF. for example, begbts
in the brother’s head and shifts to the
sister%. In “Dog Attempts to Dmwn
Man in Saskatoon” the narrator oboessively breaks off from telling the story to
&cuss language, truth, and meaning.
The various readings left a strong sense
of the minds behind the stories and that
Nabokovian pleasttre in the author’s
freedom to compose. break rules (Carol
Shields’s “Coincidence.”
about the use
of coincidence in fiction), create sutpri+
ing associations, constrwt wholes oat of
disparate entities.
In retrarpeet it the reason we
were invited was that, without being
doctrinaire or sacrificing narrative t6
theory. we eschew a strictly realistic approach and allow our interest la the act
of writing to bleed into and become part
of the structure of the stories. Or, to put
it another way, Kant Thompson likes
stories that talk, in some degree, about
writing stories.
This is not to say it wB0 only a conference about what the conference was
about. There were several notable axpatientis threads: the feeling that one
was warranted or endorsed as a writer
(for Kreiner, and myself this was practically our fist venture into public as
writers); the more complicated feeling of
meeting other Canadian writers fmm
far-off places - the sense of diffewtce
and santenas, the sense that the differences are also part of oneself and,

hence, the feeling thal one’s possibilllies
are multiplied.
Then there “as the “hole thread of
the Fiddlehead community (cohesive,
benign, mutually supportive, sophisticated). One cc.mesaway with this amazins sense of the place, the literary vitality,
the jndividaals; all that publishing
(Fiddlebead, Goose Lane Edilions,
Fiddlehead Poelry Books) and writing
(t”o books, Alkm Donaldson’s Paradke
Siding and Thompson’s A Local Hangiw, were launched at the close of the
conference) going on there, and the
sharp sense of the ilerpenetration of
the arts.
Ye1the quintessential Fredericton epiphany comes somewhere between Lhe

standing-in Lhe English Department
lounge at the University of New Brimswick. Perhaps you’ve been standing
there five or 10 minutea, chatting nervously with another vlsitlng writer, and
you look up and see that somewhat
sathicsl Bruno Bobak painKen0
Punch on the walI and suddenly real&e
that the people ln the paintlag (save for
Alden Nowlan) are the people sMndmg
about you, or the people you mel after
the reading, or at that party, and you
have this tremendous feeling of visual
and literary resonance - the Fiddlehead
coterie reechoing down thmugh the
years until no” you, yourself, are in the
painting.
- DOIJGLM
0l.0”ER
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Checking it out: in which the
Reader’s Digest floats one, and it comes
back stamped ‘insufficient fun’

By BOB BLACKBURN

I MI P‘EMSED to report that the great
cheque vs. check coniroversy reported ln

this space ln the August-September issue
has been settled righteously.
Thh story began more than a year
~0, “hen Eric Elstone of Acton, Out..
spotted, in the August, 1983, Canadian
edition of R@ader’sDig&, one of those
filler hems that make the magazine so
popular ln places in which people find
themselves forced to sir quietly for brief
perlods “hh little external stimulalion
for the mind. It reprinred a sentence
from Richard Needham’s column in the
Globe and Maik “If it’s a bll. the
posries “ill get h to you la 24 hours; if
it’s a check, allow them a couple of

know that we are adopting the spelling
‘cheque’ as of our December issue.”
That is a happy mdlng, but it is not
the whole story. Just nine days before
Farrell announced thll capitulation to
Blstone. Ral& Iiancox. the mesident of’

VXdES.”

Elstone thought it unlikely that
Needham v~uld spell cheque in this
way, and “rote the magazinea polite letter urging that it adopt the common
Canadian spelling. The senior staff
editor Alexander Farrell replied that he
could not agree that usage in Canada
favoured cheque and that check was the
maga7.bWs entrenched sCyIe. EL5lone

challenged this, and Farrell replied la
May that Elstone did, after all, appear
to be rl& and that a revision of style
ens being considered, although he could
make no promises.
Finally, on Sept. 26, Farrell wrote to
El&me. saying. “You’ll be pleased to

Reader’s Diit Magazines Ltd., wmte
me a letter ln which he said thal “for a
varlely of sound reasons. . . Reader’s
Digest in Canada consistently spells

check as check as check [sic].” That
seemed to me an uncommonly emphadc
way to state an editorial policy.that
“as then changed in litlIe more than a
week.
Elstone’s exchange with the magazine
“as charactexlzed by a greater measure
of politeness than “as mine. My earlier
commenl here had concluded:
Sarely,,you would tblak, anyone llving or worklnr or deallug with Cmadll would know. even if he knew
nothing else. that. no two ways about it.
to a Canadiana chequeis one thingand
a checkis snotha.
I would. though. like to ask Mr.
Elstone what he “as doing reading
Rmder’s D@zst in the flnt place.

This segment. Hanco.7 wrote me,
“disturbs me on two cmmtsz fit,
cuRural chauvinism, particularly when it
is applied to orthography, is a dangerous
path for the tmwary to follow. Second,
your prejudicial jibe about Reuder’s
Digest in Canada is not worthy of you.”
Hancox passed along some wellr&arched material on the history of the
“ord. This, while it might provide some
argument ln favour of the U.S. speuIng,
does not alter the fact that. to a lirerate
Canadian, a cheque is a cheque is a
cheque.
As for my “prejudicial jibe,” it “s
just that. Hancox may feel it “as unworthy. but he ls in no position to say lt
is nol worthy of me, because he does not
know me. It prompted him to dte a
number of statistics intended to
demonstrate thar many Canadians spend
a lot of time madIng his ma&lnes and
enjoy them very much,and I do not for
a momenl doubt that. It ls not. however,
a eonsidemtion [hat would deter me
from malting prejudicial jibes.
Fmelh
latest lelter to Elstone extends ” . . .best wishes tp a considerate
and mmmitted read=. . . :’ In his Iat&
letter to me, that “committed reader”
went on at some leagth to explain that
on the day ln question he had been held
up in a waiting room to the point at
which “1 had to read something. Anything.”
Th~isjustonemorepoint
toberti
ed. several readers of my earliercohmm
on this subject polnted out that changing
the spelling of anything in a direct
quotation is an editorial sin, and that ls
true. Iiowever, Reader’s Digest is
primarily in the business of reprintingextracts and condensations of material
fmm other publications, and the fact
that Needham’s quip “as not displayed
kipuotdion
marks might prowde an
iat surely the magaziae at tit could
have imhuled some such parenthetical’
line as ( - Translated fmm the Canadian). 0
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Children’s books and classroom performances
have brought se-an o huigin more recognition than he
ever expected from his adult poetry

By BARBARA
ESEANo rtutotwg Toronto home were made of tigerbread it
couldn’t hold a more fatal attraction for the children of the
neighbourhood. His friend and publisher, Marty Genwis of
Black Moss Press, calls him “a block parcut in the more literal
scnsc,” althoagh o hulgin has no children of his own. He
prefers to think of himselfas “the block nut.” The children
come one by one or in groups, after school or on weekends, to
stax at the abstract paintings on his walls, run short fingers
over the granalar carves of his 350-million-year-old fossil
snail, or play word-games on his computer. Mostly, though,
they come to hear o htd- ,
gin’s sonorow voice
reading from one of the
slender volumes of pok
try be has witten over
nearly wo decades spent
leading
workshops
through the Ontario
Arts councirs Artists in
the Schools series. One
of these books, Ghmt
..
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given this white plsslic sheet to cover them, so in moving
through they became a screen as well. It was fabulous.”
Another theatrical projecl was the New Writers’ Workshop.
which organized various stnzet events in Tommo during the
19tXlsand ‘70x “One happening was arranged by poet George
Swede. Through the radio and by pamphlet he advert&cd the
‘World’s Loudest Sound Poem.’ People were invited to gather.
at noon on the last day of winter in Natban Phillips Square
and for one minute scream out all their winter misery. This
event took place for a number of pars, and every time there
were at least 200 partlcipants.
In tbe midst of this
crcativlty. o baigin was
asked by a librarian
friend to read pocky to
the children at her
school. He discowed
the perfect audiia
to
respond to his ideas
without adult notions of
what language should
be. In Poe-tree,
o
huigbt’s 1976 guide to
experimental p0et.v for
children.
he writes:
“Suddenly sound poetry
began to develop in my
mind as a fabulous
means of exploring
I began to

I

poetry
mm o huigin
perimental
for adults. He fmds it ironic that it should come through the
printed word. “I consider myself more of a performance arlist.” he says. “Then has ttevcr been any money in writing
adult poctw, either in Canada or in any other country, so I
never bothered with publishing, becauc thae was no point.”
0 huigln, 42. began his career after university with expetimental visual and sound poctty groups. “We did the first
multi-media event in Toronto. It was called ‘Cricket,’ and it
had a whole lot of scrims hanging in a big mom. Films were
projected onto the saims, tbcre was clectmnic music going,
and I had eight people statloncd around the room doing live
readings. There vrcre dancers gobtg tbmugh, and everyone was

actually could
I you somctbii about
the word. repeating the
souads, repeating the
letters
to discover
--I
rhythms in the word,
rearranging the letters, picking tbe whole word and tbmwlng it
into your imagination, exploring what bappcaed when it
landed.” Children would be divided Into gro”ps around the
classroom, one group blmving out the fti letter of tbc noun
“wind,” the second whining the “lillii” sound, and (he third
humming the “mmnn; until a hurricane of sound vibrated
the room.
The children responded easily to a mao who suggested using
sticks to make the letter “B” or the word “sticky,” or maklttg
COllagcPout of liccnccplata. s&et signs. and manhole covers.
0 hulgin has stuffed pow into balloons, trailed kites spelling
out words, and used just about anytblng lmaginqblc to get
see if they

.._..
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children to look at word8 afresh and, at the same time, rediie
tltey are in coaml of their own use of language. Aided by the
Inner City Angel8 and the Ontario Arts Co~,ncU, o ho& CXpan&d hi involvement in the schools through the 1970s and
vavelled around the couotrv.
year he oerfomted
“D to
_ Last _
.
four times dally.
“This wa8 a treat way of 9&nc kids involved. of ftiving
them some 8& of achkve&u.“~he 18~8. “In s&ooi thej
jurt get lost. Language is a job there, and if you don’t do.it
right you’re made fun of or put in a spaid dass.” He
remembers twin girls who simply wren? writing: “By the end
of the year they\.rere sitting &wn and wtithtg out their own
poems. It vw8 a very long, laborious job for them - the
physical problem of writing, and tryhtg so hard to get everything right. But it ~~85amazing that they would do that when
they weren’t prepared to write anything else.”
Gervais, his publisher, feels the motivation may have been
provided by more than mere words. “Sean’s a superb poet,
but he’s also a great personality. I’ve watched hi in the
classroom, and found him making up idea a8 he went along.”
0 huigin believes that once the love of language b established in children, they will eventually become interested in
how to use language properly. “In this day and age. when
we’re surrrounded by so much media input from alI directions_,
teachers are still trying to teach reading and writing - a
medium that’s been out of date for a while. The way kids have
to oppmach reading and vtitinp now is to pick out relevant bits
of information so they understaod what is going on. Most of
these kids, if you sit them down with a cmnputer or you do
speed witbtg with them, they pick it up real quick because
they can cope \vltb the blformstion - when you’re still warricd about spelling and syntax and all that stuff.”
Poe-tree vxt8 followed by reverd poetry volumes culled
from the workshops or inspired by them. The 7kwbk wllh
Stircbes (“the tmuble/\rith having/stit&es/is that it/really
itches”), for younger children, wa8 published in 1981. Other
volumes indude Pidiles. Sweet Don of Winder and Scow
Poems for Rotten Kids; which ad&&d some notorieh, f&
frightenins parents more than their children. “I think the kids
tool: it all in stride,” says o huigin. but “parents were
bothered” by vision of mothers with spider webs and fags.
The ides for the awrd-wbmll Ghost Home oflh.2 Mounris evolved from some historical research. 0 huigin discovered
that 250 homes had stampeded when a lightning storm shook
the c8nm of the nervlv formed North Wat Mounted Police in
Duffa&, Man., in the early summer of 1814. Ailwere retumed, except one. Six men mere iqjured in the stampede, and all
recovered, except one. 0 hw
forged a fantasy tale that yses
his performawe technique to make the reader successlvdy the
rider, the observer. and the horse:
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Canada’s leading Orwell leholar ,akes a new Iwk a, the
famous novel. asszssing i,s li,eny and pmphe,ic
achievemen,,uri,hrpelal~,,en,ion,oCanada.
WOMENANDWORDS:TheA,,thologyl
ILes~ESET~I1IotrUneAnthologfe

The~v~stCos~tEditorlalCollectlve,edr
=m.% og~O~s3~
the bilingual anhlogy OFpoemsand s,ories Fmm the

,888 Women and \Vordr I Les Femmcs e, Its bto,s
~onhmnce. w,,b eigh,y contributors. an imporlan,
in,mdue,i~n,o,he,b~ugh,randfeelingrol~~mm,od~~.

ONEUNlONINWOdD:APoU~9lHlrtolydthe
Internattonal~VoodworlcersDfAmerieP
J.LembckeQWm.Tattah
8,199 c-9wo9w-x
A timely. owspken, uhsurtlvety-researched hlrmry of
wr,ernCanada’smol, imprlan, ,ndus,rialunion.
WINGS OVER THE WEST, Russ Baker and rhe
Ri~ofPsctnc\vutemAirll~~
JohnCandtt
118.95 ogmn8w9-9
Tbe engmssing blrmry of wesLem Canada’s major airline
has lo,sofexci,emen, tn bah ,he airand the boerdmom.

imagine nmv
youlr huddled UP
your wet skin fee&
the shivers Myour ftien&
THEMLtUBNBBSTlARY
DavtdDay
s,995 op~-vTu
J.R.R.Tolkien’smy,h&9y c10 life in ,hir s,unning
bank by Canadian David Day and I, Sumpan .wis,s. 100
en,ri~,,,.nodr;lur,ngr~nd~6lullcolourpa,n,,ngr.
THBATOZOFABSOLLlTEZANtNESS
Carolh~llls&S~a~eFe’errier
%9
DJpoo9=++,
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vzamed him (hat this was a dangerous
path to follcnv, and later that same day
espaoded on the idea: “You may never
koov: . . . what it was like to experlenee
a tme literary response in society. When
a book was published by T.S. Bliot,
there was a genuine response to it as
Literature. But writers axen? known that
way today. They’re media feures.
They’re known for anything but what
they write. There is oo literary audiem%
now.” It was a comment, as well, on hh
own fate.
Against hfcluhan, Pow opposes
soother Titan of Canadian letters.
Northrop Frye. To say that he is not
enamoured of Frye would be ao understatement; his description of Frye’s
appearawe (“the incarnation of what
was once knovm as the browner”) is full
of distaste, and hi critique of Frye’s
system buzzes with animosity sod a
sense of betrayal. Essentially. he argues
that Ftye’s graad litetary theory eliminatcs all-importaol connections between
literature and life. He accuses Frye of
“quietly defusing” the “potentially up
settlog aspects of literature - its active
penetrations into how we live, its insistence on seeing and heating” and of
dismissing value judgements. “When
you eradicate value judgements, the
moral dimension, the so-called intwdllciplinary approach . . . and the kxatlon
of a writer and his writings in time,”
nys Pov/e. “then you risk eliminating
what Is humanly complex, unprullctable, dangerous, exalting. To teach
students and critica to read without passion aad urgency is to eradicate feeling
and experience as v/as%of known&.”
If there is anything unfair or “IIbalanced io Pow-e’sopposition of thehese
tw men, it may lie in the fact that he
presents one - McLuhao - large&’in
tbe flesh, and the other - Frye - large
ly lo terms of his theory. Perhaps if
Pow had studied under Frye for soy
leegth of time, he might have come to
appreciate the mao for his obitw dicta,
the kind of casual comments and exemplary gesturer that all glrat teachers
seem to shed as easily as ao oak tree
sheds acorns, sod which often remain
14th students long after The Theory has
been forgotten. As a matter of fact, one
of Pow’s central demands, for a writer
he can “grow up intide,” is just such an
ex cafhedro remark, made by Frye in
The Bush Garden.

Pow believes stmogly tbat literature
should provide us with “strategies for
living,” a phrase that pops up several
times in his book and one that surely
epitomizes the sense of embattled existcnce that has descended upon us in
recnt times. When he tums, therefore.,
to examiae the other writers on his list,
he does so with all the urgency that the
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phrase implies. He fmds Irviog Layton a
man of ringing poetry but clunking.
bombastic prose. “Layton’s great
failure,” Pow says, “is tbat he never
reconciled the tensloo between the
demands of craft and his desire to
change ihe world. . . . However,” he
goes on, “it may be that this ultimately
destructive vulnerability is the only process which can bring insighl today.”
In the case of Leonard Coheo, he is
ceives to be Cohen’s n&lsm, and he

poignantremind& of the.bissob&a of
spirit and mind in our time, the inability
of our generation to come to grips with
the contmct between the word sod the
world.” By contrast, Powe seems almost
surprised to fd Robertson Davies’s
mannered, elegaot prose appealilig: “He
is one of the few Canadian writers who
can handle ideas and remain readable.
. . . He is~anachronistic, but with a
than acls as mindless reaction. The
Davies style is serene, almost unmlstakable; who else would want to write that
way7”
In hi examination of Margaret
Laurence, questions of “strategy” give
way to matters of quality. Powe fmds
that exaggerated comparisons of
Laurence to Tolstoy and t3eorge Eliot
screen out the more earth-bound virtues
of ha work, whl he calls “arguably
the most sympatbetlcally-miaded eqrpus
in Canadian fiction,” despite the fact
that at times, she can be “an astonishingly drab writer.” Laurence’s chaxm
ters have a solid sense of their own
identity, a quality Pow admires. and he
bestows upon her what is perhaps his
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praise: “For all her flaws,
Laurence . . . knows the heart. She is
not afraid to be old-fashioned or autsv.
_
She is not afraid to sound sentimental or
confused. Her books have feelii hardwon and real. And . . . her work is
among the truest we have.”
Powe reserves his sharpest, most
devastating criticism for Margaret
Atwood, aad those ivho feel that some
kind of non-partisan critical assessment
of Atwood’s writing is long overdue will
fmd much to delight and instruct them
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here. He calls her an “author of
sophisticated self-help books,” and
argues that at the centre of her fiction ls
a siogle overwhelming question: not
“how to live” but “how to act,” which
in turn is based on *preoccupation with
the current intellactual fasbkm for
I’becoming,” as opposed to “being.”
Whether he is aware of it or not. Pow
comes close here to i very important insight made more than 30 years ago by
Hannah Arendt when she said that io
totalitarian ideology, all laws - of
nature, history, and justice - become
laws of motion, displaciig the traditional view that laws provide a framework of stability sod integrity that
inhibits the progress of tyranny through
society. “B&o&g”

is a centrekss con-

cept replacii older notions based on the
stability and integrily of human nature,
and Pow observes that in Atwood’s fm
tion it represents a “new kind of tyranmy.”
Despite Atwood’s great talents as a
literary stylist, POWC feels that this
to ha work, malt& it <nexpect&
superfEia.l and paradoxically complacent:
It is am&i, to mtcb how time and
again Atwood will go for the Sip
remark, the tight-Uppedmurmuredmgg&ion, lbe pamdy that pnsses for
satire. tke polidcsl-seatimmtal ‘yes,’
the lyrical phrase that opU for polish
and gloss. Rather lhan risk exposure.
knsure, or shock,she retiredinto a mist
of acceptabilityand elegant form. . . .
Sheapparently longs to be the opponent
of SocieQ,but sbs cannot find anythins
ton terribleto oppose. Yetthe ta.rgeulie
sU around her. la her way book, on
everypage, in every sentence
His last remark could be applied to a
host of other writers as well.
It is impossible, io a brief &view, to
convey the full range of delights that
await the reader of A Cfimnfe Chamed.
Pow spices solid argument with sp&klina aad surmision ins&h& he alternates
fo&l with’& f&ai ap&mch?s, like
his satbical dialogue on Mordecal Rlchlet (“the Philip Roth of the Nort)“),
which bristles with witty asides on a host
of Canadian writers. Most remarkable
of aU is PO&S good till. In a book so
full of well-aimed darts, there are few
unfounded or gratuitous remarks, and
even those authors who receive direct
hits must at least feel grudglag satisfaction at finding their work treated with
such gallant suiousoess.
Taken BPa whole. A ClimaIe Char&
reveals the outlines of Pow& own hopes
and desires for the creation of a genuine
literary community in this country, one
in which a young writer who loogs to
make Utcrature munt might win his
spurs and eventually make his home. 0
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The season’s children’s books not any
celebrate the joys of jlildhood but also raise
some complex personal problems

CHRISTIWS. MANYof us would like to
believe, is a time of simple, traditional
pleasure, especially for children, and
books arc traditional presents that are
particularly suited to the occasion. But
as psychologists nowadays repeatedly inform us, Christmas is rarely a time of
simple joy for our children. High expw
tations lead almost inevitably to letdown. AU sorts of personal and social
problems may be brought
into sharp focus at gatherings
of families
and friends.
Among new Canadian books
offered
for children
this
season is the expecled range
of animal stories, science fm
tion. fantasy, and fun. But
there is also a significant proportion
that reflects the
darker side of childhood, fhe
anxieties and tensions involved in growing up. Even a
for very ‘young
children
tackle some mettv comolex
problems.
_
_
_
Mom and Dad Don’t Live
Together Any More (Annick,
32 pales, $10.95 cloth, S4.95
paper) explains its conterns in
its We. Kathy Stinson has
\~vrItte” * poignant story of s
little girl trying to +e.rstand
why her parents have separated, and
stmggling to work out the impUca!ions
for her own Life. On weekdays she lives
in the city with her mother.
On
weekends she and her brother go to their
father’s home in the country. Both locations have their attractions, and she
loves both parents very much, but there
are anxieties. Why can’t she see her
father every day? Will he remarry?
Where will she and her brother spend
Christmas, and will Santa know? She
wishes deeply that her family could be
together again, and fmds it hard to
accept thrr this will never happen. Bur
children can learn, as the young nanator
does, that in spite of such family
upheavals, life and love can continue.
Nan~q Lou Bqmolds has created a

wonderfully real little girl in her Ulostmtions, with long, rather tangled hair and
beautiful
expressive eyes-a
perfect
complement to the text.
The heroine has another serious problem in Emily Umily,by Kathy Corrigan.
illustrated by Vlasta van Kampen (Annick, 32 pages, $10.95 cloth, S4.95
paper).Emily, shy and tmsure of haself, is reluctant to start kindergarten.

Once there she fmds it devastating when
she is teased for her tendency to say
“urn” as she tries to talk. A nasty
classmate called Priscilla counts Bmily’s
“urns” and gives her the embarrassing
nickname. The teacher, a remote and
nameless presence, seems to have no
control over the situation and eventually
Emily withdraws totally and hates
school Cyril, the hem of Taldng Cam
of Crumley,
by Ted Staunton,
illustrated by Tina Holdcroft (Kids Can
press, 28 pages, $14.95 cloth, 96.95
paper), also has a problem, this time
with the school bully who is making his
life miserable. This story tells of Cyril’s
search for the perfect plan to make
Crumley leave him alone. Teasing and
buUying are commoo problems, and

many children mi.&t well share Emily or
Cyril’s concems to some degree. But
both stories have resolutions so facile
that not even the youngest child could
take them seriously. It seems rather onfair to present a situation nith a child
facing s real, and not at all amusing,
problem and then wind it up with a
totally implausible solution - as if to
suggest that children have oo real way
_ out of theac difficulties.
The& an Alligator Under
MY BedI, by Gail E. GUI. ill&rated
by Veronika
Maimova
Charles (Three
Trees Prepr. 24 pages, $11.95
cloth, $4.95 paper). handles
things better. Kevin, a preschooler, has bedtime fears
that no one, not even his
mother, can understand. The
large green alligator
he
believes lives under hi bed
diturbs his sleep at night and
curtails his daytime activities.
Certain areas of his room are
just too dangerous to play in,
and he tons a constant risk of
getting his toes bitten as he
climbs in and out of bed. Al
last, on his own, he finds the
courage to confront his fears,
and the alliitor
shrinks and
vanishes.
In The Big Secret. by Jed MacKay, illustrated by Heather Collins (Annick, 32
pages, $12.95 cloth, $4.95 paper). Mario
also feels that no one understands his
concerns. He is six years old and has
been living with his new adopted family
for about one year. It has been a happy
year, but now soddenly everyone seems
to be hidi@ something from him.
Something is going to happen on Satorday and no one, not his family, his
friends or his neighbows, wiU teU hi
what. But just as Mario is beginning to
feel some of his old loneliness and insecurity return, the story has a happy
ending. Saturday’s event is an anniversary party, celebrating one complete
year that Mario has lived in his new
home..
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Good Morning Fmnny, Good Nigh1
Fmnny. by Emily Ham, illustrated by
Mxk Thurmsn (Women’s Press, 32
pa.@%sJ.95 paper), is an upbeat, cheer-

probIble&. When Frmny% wheelchair
1;nocks over a” old lady’s bundle buggy,
Ting, a little Chinese girl, helps her pick
up the parcels. Franny and Ting become
great friends, playing together in the
park, where Franny also teaches Tii
some basic English But Franny has to
go briefly to the hospital, and when she
returns home Tiog and her family have
moved away. leaving no message.-well,
almost no message. On the sidewalk into

the park Ting has painted the words
“Good morning Franny” for Fraony to
see as she arrives and “Good night
Franny” for her to see a0 she leaves.
Hum

and Tburmao ye used to work-

ing together-they provide us with the
popular Mighty Mites comic strip-and
the smoothness of their collaboration
shows in this attractive little book.
Tundra has had great success with its
series of Bnabee books, created by Dayal
Kaor IibaLs. They provide vivid, c&orful symbols that babies as young as two
mombs can enjoy and identify. The fust
Baabee books were mounted on stiff
paper and could be opened out in strips
to form frescoes or be folded into cubelike forms. The latest four books are
bound in the ordinary way and intended
for babies now at least one year old,
prerumobly able to manipulate and turn

paps. The range of experiences dealt
xith in the images now is wider. While
the tint books showed pictures of toys
and familiar objects around the home,
the titles of the lrtest four are: Boa
Voynge. Bnnbee; Happy Birthday,
!Xx~b.bee;R’lerry Cbristmss, Banbee;
Y*.‘clcome.Twins (each 12 pages, each
53.95).
A charming story for children a bit
past the Baabee stage is A Friend Like
You. written and illustrated by Roger
Par6 (Annick. 24 pages, $10.95 clbtb,
$4.95 paper). Translated fmm the
Frcoch titlz, Plcrisirs de chnts, it gently

takes the warm friendship of a grey cat
and a brown cat through the seasons of a
ye.m.

The cats are lovely rely-poly
anthropomorphites who play the piano,
mss-country

&iing. Their
each other’s company is so obvious in
the illustrations that their purring is
almost audible.
Brenda and Edward, written and illustrated by Maryann Kovalski (Kids
Can Press, 32 pages. $14.95 cloth, $6.95
paper), is r similar story. this time about

the friendship of two dogs. But their
companionship is interrupted when
Brenda has a. traffic accident and is
taken miles away from Edward to a

house in the country to recover. After
msoy sad years, they have a touching
reunion.
When children graduate from picture
storybooks, they enter the world of real
novels, books that may have as many as
300 words per page and few, if any, illustrations, although always a colourful
cover. In books for readers in this age

category-approximately eight to IZthe problem is usually everything.

Family break-ups,
problems with
school, witb identity, with friends, with
pets-this is tbc meat of such stories.
That is why it is refresbiig to find a

book that really doesn’t worry about
problems, but instead concentrates on
the funny side of growing up.
Quincy Rumpel, by Betty Waterton

(Groundwood, 94 pages, S5.95 paper),
tells the story of the Rumpd family as
they settle into their new home on the
West Coast. Quincy, the madcap
heroine, fails in her attempt to make
spaghetti, gets stuck on the roof of the
house, falls thmugb the ceiling in her
parents’ bedroom, and has other similar
adventures. In the course of the story
she perhaps gains a bit of wisdom and
grows up some, but no traomas shake
her happy family and no crises demand
racking solutions. The story iv rather
silly but fun, and makes no pretensions
othenviie.
Also pure entertainment is No Coins
Please. by Gordon Korman (scholastic,
184 pages, $10.95 cloth). Travelling at
his usual bresl$neek pace, Konoan takes
us on a cross-continent summer trip with
“Juniortours:
Fun, Education and
Adventure.”
While two teenaged
counseUora try unsuccessfully to keep
control, one of the campers, Artie, a

12-year-old confidence man, works a
new scam at every stop.
Beyond ihe Door. by Jacqueline
Nogent (Groundwood, 160 pages, $7.95

boks will find th!s guide to tasty nibling foods a joy to use thii holiday
Sam”.

iive yourself or your favorite cook
xess to one of the world’s noble

Jisines with this sparkling new
cliection.

paper), and All Rinds of Magic, by
Florence McNeil (Groundwood, 155
pages, $6.95 paper), are two books that
take readers beyond reality. In Beyond
lhe Door. Luc and his, two children

from Montreal, are overcome by smoke
as they try to escape from a burning
theatre. When they wake up; they fti
themselves in another time and place. a
strange desert country where they a~
imprisoned in a jail-like hospital. The
book tells the story of their escape and
the long journey back to their own
world. All Kinds 4/Magic is set in
Barkerville, the legendary gold-mining
town in British Columbia. While two
children, Gen and her adopted brother
Mark, are vacationing there, they encounter an old lady who says she is a
ghost. They help her prove the truth of
the story that her husband was a hem
who saved Barkerville in a time of winter

mshine coast cuisine that willmake
perfect gift for golfing and cooking
lthusiasts.

famineback in the 19thcentury.
In both novels,the childrenare allowed to ame throueh maaic or fantasv
from the a&al i&blemsof their ii&.
Luc has been desertedby his father. Iris
has a club foot, but these pmbiems
shrink during their fantastic journey
back to Montreal. Gen is jealous and
contemptuous of the younger Marl:
rhile he is patheticallyeager to wiu her
approval. Their adventures together
bring them closer to a harmonious
familyrelationship.
But another group of novels for
young readers brings the problems
directly to the fore with no magic provided to cushion the blows of reaiitg.
Jean Little’sMama’sGolug to Buy You
u Mccldn8bird (Penguin, 212 pages,
$11.95cloth) presentsa crisisthat must
be the hardest for a youngster to deal
with-the loss through death of a
parent. Jeremy, 11 years old, finds out
during his summer holidays that his
father has cancer. Soon after school
starts in the fall, his father dies. When
hi mother decidesto ao back to school
herself, Jeremy and I& younger sister
haveto adjust to Uvinsin a siuale-uareut
househoMewitha m&her WV&& now
away all day. By the time Christmas
comes, Jeremy is in trouble. He keeps
the memory of his father suppressed
because he cannot bear to confront his
grief. and he withdraws from any real
communicatiou with his mother. But
v&hthe help of a new friend. a smallcat
and a polished stone mvl, lapt presents
from his father, he managesto opeu his
heart aaaiu to the jw of the season and
to the-under&an&g and compassion
that have alwaysbeenpart of his family.
AocheybatHarris,by GeoffreyBUson
(Kids Can Press. 158 pages, 95.95
paper).is the story of auother boy whose
life is disrupted. Twelveyear-oldDavid
Harris has been sent from Et&ml to
Canadaduring the early yearsof the Second WorldWar. He is part of the Child
Guest Program, which was aimed at
tmisting familiesin England threatened
by bomb attacks. Bob Wil!ii is the
Saskatchewan boy his own age whose
familymakesroom for David.There are
many problems. David’sextremehome
sickness manifests itself in sets of agressionand petty thievery. Bob, used to
beingan only child, finds that it is not at
all easy to share with someonewho is so
hostile and different. Christmas in this
book acts as a catalyst,brb@ng the two
boys closer together in understanding.
The Christmas season also play3 an
important part in Au@ Squmre, by
Brian Doyle (Gmundwood. 128 pages,
86.95 paper). Tommy, whom readers
met in Up 10Low (1982).is preparingto
celebratewith his famib and friends in
Ottawa, the first Christmas since the

is a very busy boy. To
finance his Christmas, he has an afterschool job at Woolworths. he cleans a
Hebrewschool, he as altar boy at
St. B&it’s, and he sings in the choir at
St. Albany%.He also has concems with
s&x11. a secret double life as The
Shadow, and’ a beautiful classmate
whose attention he is tryiu8 to win. But
overriding all of this is hii concern
about the father of his best frieud,
Sammy. Sammy’s father was night
watchmanat the streetcarbarns and was
beaten up by someone who hatea Jews.
Tommy is determined to find out who
did it. Doylewita with an extravaaaut
style, and-creates a surreal and hi-&
comic portrait of Life around Angel
Square in Ottawa’s Lowttown in the
1940s.
Creatingpoetry for children and then
popularizing it seems to require very
special talents, and no other Canadian
has had the suaess in this area that Dennis Lee has enjoyed. He follows last
year’svery popular Jelly BeUy wilh Lb
w’s Lion (Stoddart. $8.95 cloth), one
56Uue poem swetched over a a-page
book. Liz&s Lfon contains the now
familiar combination of comedy and
violence that marks Lee’s children’s
verse. The lion that Liazy keeps in her
bedroom attacks a mtteu robber who is
after Lii’s piggyhank. Bythe time the
lion is finished, he and L.&y have merely to stuff the robber’s “toes & turn &
head” iu the garbage, “And they both
went back to bed.” Lee has alwavsbeeu
very fortunate in his illustrators, and
Ma&-Louise Gay’suictures for Lizw’s
Lion are great~f&y
and ewe&c,
tilling up and adding weight to what
othenvise seems to be a rather slii
volume for the money.
war. Tommy

Sean o huigiu. wtiuer of the Canada
CouncilAwardfor Children’sLiterature,
has had a great deal of experience
creating poetry for and with children.
His new book. BUuk (Black Moss, 24
pages, $5.95 paper), is subtitled A
SIm~e Book for Wdldren. When a little
girl wakes up one momiug, wetyth@
she sees from ha left eye is h the dQ,
while simultaneouslyeverythingshe sees
from her right eyeis in the country.Later

on in the day, her left eye showsher surroundingsin the tropics, while her right
eye tak*l her to the Arctic. The neat
morning,,fmm her left eye her mother
and the kitchen are normal. but from
her right eye her mother is a monkey sitting in a tree. feeding her bananas and
pickhtg fleas out of her hair. Narrow
columns of text mu down the right and
left sides of each page, presemiug, in a
parallel t&hion, the situation a3 seen
from each eye. Ilhtstrationsby Barbara
di Lellaax fun to look at and must have
been fun to do.
AlthougJl Irviug Layton is s poet
whosework requiresa fairlymature sew
sibility aud depth of experieuceto appreciate, A Spider Danced a &sy Jig,
edited by Blspeth Cameron (Stoddatt,
32 pages.$9.95cloth), ptwents 14of his
poems as a selectionfor children.AUare
examplesof Layton’s animalpoems, includingsome, such as “The BuUCalf,”
that have previouslybeen anthologized
as part of the Canadian content iu
school poetry teats. Olda children will
be able to derive a great deal from this
book, responding to the vivid Layton
imagesaud the irony of his observations
about humanity. Ulustrationsby Mim
Malish are rich and coIotufui, each
auimal from the Laughing Rooster to
KingKong havinga human facewith the
appmptiate exptwskut fuced onto his
animal body.
Layton, o huigii, and Lee are among
the more than so poets represented in
The New Wbtd Eas W&s, au anthology of Canadianpoetry for children
compiled by Mary Alice Downie and
BarbaraRobertson (Oxford, 112pages,
$15.95cloth, $9.95paper). Thii is a new
wrsicutof the 1968anthology The Wind
Has Wings, and it contains most of the
poems of the original with additions
from such poets as P.K. Page, Alden
NowIan,and GiUesViieault. Bliaabeth
Cleaver,whose mUagesand UaocutsUlustrated the first edition, hap added
sweml new ilhtstrations to ihis receut
volume. With more than 80 poems in
this attractiveand ~ourful book, it is a
valuableaddition to anyone’sCanadian
literature collection.
Time Is FUes, by George Swede, Ulustrated hy Darcia Labmsse (Three
Trees Press, 48 pages. $11.95 cloth,
$4.95 paper), is a pleasant volume of
verse for children. These are short
poems, someonly one Linelong, but they
summon clear, 0nm atuuping,imagesto
the reader’smind. Here is the title poem,
for instance:

This season also has a range of uoufdon books for children to suit many
tastes and interests. For example. The

Sunior Computer Dictionary,
by
Cathlene Willing and Suranne Girard
(Hiihway Book Shop, 68 pages, $8.95
paper). is just one in a series of publica-

intaesr for readers of all ages.
It describes the activities at the Owl
Rehabilitation Research Foundation in
Vineland, Ont. Run by Larry and Kay
McKeever, this centre helps injured owls
and whenever possible returns them to
their natural habitat. Granny is a” owl
whose injuries prevented her fom leavins, so she stayed to become part of the
McKeever family. This book presents
her story and the adventurrr of other
owls who have passed throush the
contains

centre.

tions from these antbors dashzned to
help both children and adults fez at ease
with compaers. This particular book is
for grade0 four to so”, and detines 101
cornouter terms with Dlentifld illustratie”; by Melanie Hay&.
Rudi McToots’s Kids’ Book of Fun &
Games (Dreadnaught, 128 Pages, 84.95
paper) offers more than 100 indoor 80
thitieo, including string games, games to
be played with pencil and paper, guessing contests, origami, and tong”e
twisters. It also shows children how to
do simple card tricks, how to make their
noses snap, and how to make a trumpet
noise with P piece of grass held between
the thumbs. Most children sem to know
how to do a lot of these thiw without
instruction, but here is a source for any
v:ho have somehow missed out.
The Owl books from Greey de Pen&r
can always be counted on to provide
good stories about the natural wvorld.
This year two are for very young
children. Slip the Otter Fi”ds a Home
and Flip the Dolphh Saves the Day,
both written and illustrated by Okna
Kassia” (each 24 pages, each $1.75
paper). Because of owl? diitlihution
arrangements with Golden Press, these
two little books are available in the format of the Golden Look-Look Book
series. Perhaps this “leana that Owl will
be making a big impact on the children’s
section of supemwket book shelves.
Good luck to them1
Also from Owl are two excellent
reference and activity books for
cbildrcn. The Itids’ Cat Book and The
zds’ Do.9 Book (each 96 pages, each
$6.95 paper). Created by the editors of
Ovd magazine, both have wonderful
photographs and drawings, tips on the
care and training of pets, Mighty Mite
cartoon adventures, a family tree tracing
the ancestry of dogs and cats, and
puzzles. games. and animal jokes. Bx;unple: Q. Why did the cat join the
Red Cross? A. It waoted to be a fimtaid kit.
One more Owl book. Granny’s Gang,
by Katherine McRecver. iUustrated by
Olena R&an (96 pages, $8.95 paper).

The Orchestra (Groundwood. 48
pages, $10.95 cloth) is a” eac&“t introductlon for young children to the different families of instrumeots and to
such musical tams

as melody, harmony,

rhythm, tempo, snddynati.
It sounds
dry, but it’s not. Mark Rubin’s text is
clear, suaigbtfokward, and instructive,
but the real fun lies hithe illustrations by
Alan Daniel. which tell their own story,
independent of, although complementary to, the written narrative. Two
children are invited to see different parts
of the orchestra rehearsing, to meet the
different musicians, and to see their individual instruments. They meet the
conductor. see a full rehearsal, and lapt
of au amompany their mother to a concert. Daniel has take” great care to portray the personalities of the musicians,
sometimes in apparent conflict with the

DENNIS LEE
l&my’sLion
7787-00781/ $8.95

personalities of their instruments. They
ate all shown wearing casual, sometimes
wlourful and eccentric clothing as they
rehearse. This make3 an effective contrast to the final two-page spread where,
for performance, the en&e orchestra is
dressed in formal, uniform, concert
black.
At this time of year there appears a
group of books that are sort of coffeetable books for children. This is not
meant to be a deprecatory label. These
hooks are usually very beautiful. They
are also often fairly expensive and seun
likely to appeal more to the mtes of
adults looking for presents than to the
children for whom they are intended.
These books are frequently preserved as
keepsakes and can become valuable
fanlily treasures.
One such book is Canadian Fairy
Tales (Groundwood, 128,pages, 815.95
cloth). Eva Martin has chose.” and retold
12 stories, most from the collections of
Marius Barbeau and other students of
the folklore of Prench and Maritime
Canada. AU these stories depe”d heavily
on their European roots and present
kings, queem, giants, younger sons, immible
tasks, magic steeds, seer*
gardens, and castles-the standard stuff
of all good fairy talea. And they are
good stories, but there is little, if
anything, to distinguish than BPCana-

IRVING LAYTON
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Spider Danced a Cosy Jii
7787-0079X / $9.95

stoddart

A&able

at better bookstores ewrvwhwe

dian. An endnote to the book tries to

tmkc a case that lhe prerence of the

forest in these stories is pmticularly dark
and slnistcr. symbolic of the settlers’
stnwlc with their new environment.
But-e Canadian forest was probably
no more sinister and foreboding than the
forests of Europe in the Dark Ages,
where these stories had their origin.
Perhaps this mllectio~‘s main interest is
to show just how stmdg these old themes
must have been to have been transmitted
almost intact through oral tradition,
even many generations removed from
their sources. Lawlo Gal’s full-colour illusmrlons represent people In cost”mes
and settings of a Europe in some romanticized past, without the slightest hint of
the New World. However, they are
hauntingly beautiful pictures, as we have
cane to expect from his previous work.
Another beautiful book is Chin
Chiong and the Dragon’s Dance, written
and illustrated by Ian Wallace (Groundwood, 32 pages, $10.95 cloth). It tells
the story of a young boy in Vancouver
who has been training with his sandfather to perform the Dragon’s Dance in
Chinese New Year%. -His grandfather
the head of the draaon and Chll Cblaw
is to dance the part-of the dragon’s tai<
But on the day of the dance he has severe
stage fright and runs away. A new friend
thebest dr&n’s tall
Wallace’s illustrations make this book speclalmlour and pattern fill the pages, and the
pictures of the dragon’s dance are
especially rich and exciting.
V:bo Goes lo Ihe Park (Tundra, 32
pages. $17.95 cloth) showcases the
paintings of Warabe Aska. The text, a
series of verses by tbe artist, ls really a
superlluous accompaniment to 14 pictures of life and activity in Toronto’s
4.000~acre
High Park. As the seasons of
the year pass, bands perform, couples
pose for wedding photographs, lawn
bowlers compete, and skaters circle on
Grenadier Pond. And while all this
occurs in the park, Aska IXls the air
above with clouds, birds. spirits and. in
the Grenadier Pond picture, flowers
formed by the breath of the skaters.
A very popular Christmas present
should be The Hockey Sweater (Tundra,
24 pages, $14.95 cloth). This is, of
course, Roth Carrier’s classic story
about the young French-Canadian boy
whose mother makes him wear a Tcmmto Maple Leaf hockey sweater, sent by
mistake from Eaton’s, when all the
other players in the village wear the
famous number 9 of Maurice Richard of
the Montreal Canadiens. Illustrations
are by Sheldon Cohen, based on his art
for his 1960 National Film Board
animated film, The SWWIW. 0
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The Twelfth Transforming,
by
Pauline Gedge, Macmillan, 416 pages,
S22.95 cloth (ISBN 0 771s 98w 8).
ttd HER FOURTH novel, Pauline Gedge
returns to l&h-Dynasty Egypt, the setting of her first (Child 4fthe Morning).
and she almost matches that astonishine
work. This is a rdk.f. In her se&i
book, The Ea& and the Raven, she
tried her hand at first-century Britain; I
thought it a historical travesty and an
artistic disaster. Her third. Slarg&, ww’
a cosmic fantasy, told fmm the point of
view of a group of supernatural beings.
It was a brave try, but this merely human
reader had trouble identifying with the
main characters. It’s fair to add that
both these books have made it into
Penguins, complete with endorsements
fmm Rosemary Sutcliff and Mary
Renault, which makes it possible that
I’m wrong about them.
The 18th Dynasty, which began about
3,600 years ago and lasted for two and s
half ceauria, is thoroughly represew

when WC think of &lent E&t. .It
wasn’t the pyramid-building age - in
the dizzying timescale of Egyptian
history, the Great Pyramid WBSat least
1,200 years old when it began - but a
time of a highly sophisticated archltechwe, literature of some quality, and
considerable sphdour;
the objects
fmm Tutankhamun’s tomb give a good
idea of the dynasty’s style in its declining
was. ILots of mid. but the iewllerv
Wasm&y glassj
_
The capital was moved from Memphis
in the Delta to Thebes, far upriver, and
th6 local Tbeban god Amun rose to tbe
top of the complicated Egyptian pantheon. Three other innovations distinguish this age from those that went
befax it. First, in expelling the Hyksos,
the Semitic warriors from lhe desert who
had dominated Egypt for generations,
the Egyptians had learned from them;
and Pharaoh now stood at the head of a
large and efficient m-my. Second, priesthood became a full-time (and &cwded)
profession instead of an occasional
function of pmminem citizens. Third,
the Crown acquired most of tbe land
(this was Joseph’s d&g, according to

Genesis), tmnsfoting the nobles from
landed gentry to professional courtiers,
dependent on royal favour. Life in
Thebes for the upper class* was a
glittering social round. Egyptian mmtuary practices seem morbid at first
sight, but a little thought shows that the
opposite is true. These people so enjoyed
life that they were detemdned not to
allow the accident of de&b to bring the
fun tp an end. Tutankhamun did take it
with him.
The fourth pharaoh of the dynasty
was Hatshepsut, the woman who insisted that she was King, not Queen. Her
prosperous and pacific reign was imaginatively reconstructed by Pauline
Gedge in Child of Ihe Morning. When
Hatsbepsut’s energetic young m-went,
Tbotbmes III, at last succeeded in getting rid of her, he embarked on a long
series of aggressive wars in Asia that
turned Rgypt into the first truly imperial
power in the history of the world.
The 7bdfth Trapforming takes up
the story about a century after Hatshepsut’s death, when Pharaoh Amunhotcp
III is nearing the end of his long reign.
and the government is in the hands of his
principal wife Tiyc. She is the cenlral
character in the book, though the main
story ls the strange reign of her son. who
ascended the throne as Amunhotep IV
but changed his name to Akhenaten.
Akhenaten was the oddest pharaoh of
them all. He imposed monotheism. in
the form of the worship of the Aten, the
visible disc of the sun (as distinct fmm
the traditional sun-god. Ra). Hence his
change of name; hence, too, he abandoned Thebes, the city of the false god
Amun, and built a new capital, Akhb
taten, in a desolate spot. until then uninhabited for very good reasons. It was a
beautiful city, though built in such haste
that nobody remembered to put in

sewers. After Akhenaten’s death, it was
abandoned in such haste that the
Foreign GIfce flies were left behind, to
be discovered on the site, now called Tell
cl-Amama, in 1887. The Amama letters,
350 of them, make this the bestdocumented period in the diplomatic history
of the ancient world. They demonstrate
that Akhenatcn was allowing tbc empire
to crumble away.
Was he a saint or a nut? Both. prob-
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$12.95 cloth
At Better Bbokstores Everywhere

ably: tmd that’s how G&e

shows him.
His boundless enthusiasm for his new
religion, arising, as is evident from his
beautiful hymns, from a genuine love of
the natural world. simply left no mom
for the conduct of practical politics or
ordinary
human
relations.
The
naturalistic style of art he introduced
allow UP to see hi as he was: ,quite
extraordinarily ugly and ungainly. He
must have made a strange contrast with
his rife Nefertiti, so famous for her
beauty. Gedge makes him lovable,
though cletwly an impossible person. She
makes Nefertiti detestable. though pitiable in her hopclcss situation.
We have the names of the suceessivc
pharaohs and of many of their relations,
but owing to the practice of incestuous
marriage and polygamy
the exact
relationships are a matter of conjecture.
Gedge works it out m-t ingeniously,
though some msy find it hard to swallow
the idea that Akhenaten married his
mother Tiye - ttoi just as a formality to
keep her on as the real working ruler,
but actually having children by her.
There’s an echo here of the suggestion
(first made by Immanuel Velikovsky, I
think) that the Oedipus legend was
originally about Egyptian Thebes, not
Greek Thebes, and that Oedipus was
Akhenrten.

BedIX-saver

o o u

Be a Kidney

With so much difficult detail to work
out, it’s an immense achievement not
only to have done that well. but in the
process to have created a sunlit world of
living people. Maybe they weren’t like
this at all, but I thoroughly believe in the
characters as she shows them: shrewd
old Ay, the Master of Charioteers who
briefly took over as Pharaoh; young
Tutankhamun;
Horemheb, the military
man who became Pharaoh at the end of
the dynasty and set things to rights; and
his swaggering,
engaging
wife
Munodjme.
The book isn’t quite perfect, of
course. As always, the G&e
style
would have benefited by tt bit of pntning. And I lhink she’s wong on me
small historical point. She has Nefertiti
writing to the King of the Hittites that
her hugband has just died and she wants
him to send one of his sons to marryher
and become Pharaoh, because she can’t
marry one of her servants.Thii did hapPen - the Hittite prince obediently set
forthandwasassassinated
at the border
- but I thought it was now established

beyond doubt that the queen who wrote
was Ttttankhntmtn’swidow. However, it
fits Gedge’s characttizstion of Nefertiti, and she has obviously studied the
period csrefidly, not dipped dilettantishly into it as I have. 0

Vohmteer

Secular Love., by+lichael Ondaatje.
conch House Press. 128 pages, 98.95
paper (ISBN 0 88910 288 0).
ONCEAGAINa book by Michael Ondaatje, and the expectancy is qualified
by the memory of one’s fust encounter
with The Collected Works of BiJ& the
Kid, a book that swept one through it on
an ever-cresting wave. Until Running in
the Family and now Secular Low, the
passion that bntlaatje has put into his
poems and novels has been projected
onto tiamcters from the myths of hip
imagination: Billy of the Wild West and
Buddy Bolden of Storyvil!e. This

imagination produced powerful books.
but they were books that allowed their
author a certain privacy removed from

J3xposetheputlgrbl~urhometothe~
andexcitient ofone ofCanada’s
best writers.

Doubleday CanadaLimited $14.95

the scene of p&ion. Ondaatje questions
himself in “White Dwarfs”
My do I low IROS,
*“wng w herops rhose
who siri/ 10 tba~p&ecr edge
Irhcre rhwe b no ~~~ialJl~ef
Rdwrr o/srmdb~
IO undcnmnd I/& rrlrirude-

Perhaps th.zw is no answer to that
qucrtion, or at least it is not for us to
know the sower. What arouses interest
in Secular Love is the opening quotation
from Peter Handke, in which an actor is
instrttcted to stop holding back and to
learn to run and scream properly. without embarrassment. Although there is
still the distancing of persona. as in any
poetry, Ondaatje would seem to be that
actor who must esprw his owtt true
feelings and passloos.
Rwtning in dre Family certainly opens
the door for this book of poetry, for it
takes Ondaatje‘back to his roots and the
passions of his family, particularly of his
father. a drunk and drowning man as he
is portrayed in the book. It is almost % if
Secrrlar Love was written in order to get
closer to tlte psyche of this father. The
title comes from “Women Like You,” a
poem set in the heart of Sri Lanka:
S:zing yo:r
I 1:11111
tlo or/w Ifi
and rum around
10 riu sky
and ewywhcrc below
jungle. ww of heal
Secularlow

bur now if is rbe SW
mzd IS ler II dmwn KY.
and wefly 10 il released
by giant c~~mpuhrr
of pain loneli#winers
d&l and rwdry

(“Tin Roof”)

.-y.

or The CollecIed Works o/Billy Ihc Kid,
but there is always that other side of Ondaatje that refuses the fmal leap
The tug over #hed&Y
What pmIecu him
Is the warmth in lheslenu.

._
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dmwning
oniheedgeofsca
The structure of “Tin

Roof” is of
individual poems that make up a long
poem:
the writing
appropriately
becomes spare. Dense long fines diippear. The writing has an acerbic quality,
and bamboo as a taljsrnan seems to be
correct for this stripping away. Sparse as
furnishings la the cabin in which he
lives, the poet’s pretensions are jettisoned. It is the poem of a man futtctioniog on the brink who sees the plunge
into the sea as a compelling magic.
Through the poem he diivers
this
other, 8tazke.r passlon:
which puts yourfcct on Nlc ceiling
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By JEAN WRIGHT

The Scenic Art, by Hugh Hood, Stoddart, 256 pagea. $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0
7737 24l23 5) and 514.95 paper (ISBN 0
7737 5010 x).

lhir f&

lo smash form@
lake Ih& silk
somehow Ah
ow qlpoe:~.
The thii section of the book, “Rock
Bottom.” is divided into two sections.
The
is a series
of poems that plays

W,T”TH~S BOOKHugh Hood glvcs us the
fifth installment of his ambitious l&part
series The New Age, a tale of Ontario’s
immediate past. Full marks for grit. In a
country noted for the extreme difliculty
and the passage of great stretches of
time attendant upon the pmduction of
slim volumes, it is always encouraging to
see such untypical vigour. In addition to
the first five volumes of The New Age,
Hood has produced four other novels,
six collections of short stories, and fottr
volumes pf non-fiction.
This installment deals. as the title
hints. with drama - specifically the ferment of post-war theatre life in Ontario
that gave birth to the Stratford Festival,
to the present Toronto theatre world,
and to the vigorous and varied stock
companies of the Ontario hinterland. It
intmducer its main characters while they
ate bit players and props-people living in
jolly digs dating 1953. the first year of
the Festival (“Jn the first season at Stratford that tent sang all the time”) and
ends with a dlsastrotu Centemtlal Year
theatm festival in mythical Stovewille..
the epitomy of small-town Ontario. In
the intervening
years narrator Matr
Goderich, his family, and friends lead
their complicated, intertwined lives on
stage and in bed on two continents.
When I read the first book in the
series. The Swing in Ihe Can%, in 1975,
I found it interesting in large part
because I had once lived in Toronto’s
Summ&hill area, where much of it is set.
Those who experienced the flowering of
post-war Toronto theatn in the 1950s

firit

I find this passage enigmatic, but would
suggest that it opens the possibilities of
the passionate journey that is the book.
Sect&r Love opens with “Claude
Glass.” and the poem does embody the
“luscious chlloreuro”
of the coneentmted night imagery, but the focus is on
the man flowing drunkenly through it.
This man appears in the first person. He
is called to the river; a river flows
through his house, and tInally the people
of the poem exist for him undetwater. It
is also the stream of the unconscious
that functions here; in that river he embraces nature as he would a woman, .
kissing both arm and branch with equal
love. “Claude Glass” is a romantic
poem. a poem of night and darkness,
and one immediately recognizes its pmctttsors in Lowry, in John Berryman,
who pops up a couple of times later in
the volume, and in the romantic strain
fmm Kcato on down.
Away from reasm~ and control seems
to be the main thrust of this book:.
I wnwdpoet~ 10be wdnrrrs
In rhcir .$wen CUSS%

----.

I would like to have seen Secular Love
as pure as Coming Through Slnughler,

If the ooenbta ooem deoends on
drtmkenes~ to a&i&e this l&w-go
of
emotions, in “Tin Roof” it is the exposunofamattontheedgeofthesea.He
ls facing whatever ls in the blue beyond
the volcanic shore. Alone he contemplates the loss of self:
How 10 arrive 17,rbir

skmal mode. Th& arr ptimatily a prelude to the second section, a testing of
the poet’s wIUingness to, as he puts it. go
“whole hog the pigs tcatament/what I
know of passion.” It has its Ironic as
well as Its romantic moments, neatly
detibed
as
nenr lhe ddicme
heart
oJ Billie Ho//day
The second part of “Rock Bottom”

is
more of a mixtute of styles and types of
poems than the previous parts of the
book. There is the passion of a love affair as theme for part of it, but we bump
into the domestic Ondaatje of children,
wburbs, and friends as well. Tbe dominant theme is that of a man painfully
removing
himself
from a known
domestic environment out onto the edge
of the desert with BUy the Kid.
The early part of the book has led one
into expectations of contbndty of tone
and timbre. It is janing now in tbis last
section to go from the cottfessional
poems of anguished, passionate love to
the more mttndane ones of friendship
and fatherly love. even a clever dog
poem. This is not to say that these latter
poems are not well-made, but that they
appear gratuitous here. In real life one
does linger on friends and children when
life is in upheaval, but the whole hog of
passion diminishes these poems. which
would thrive better in a different book.
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rill no doubt find the-e
kind of firsIhand interest in The Scenic Ar: - that
pleasant sensation of recognition.
Beyond that point of evaluation, 1 must
admit to an uncertain and divided
response. The Swing in the Garden
struck me at the time as non-fiction
disguised as a novel. The same applies,
to a lesser extent, to this book.
There is much that reads as repartage,
although the structure gives a fictional
atmosphex The author plays with time,
darting back tutd forth between past and
present. and uses a near-stream-ofconsciousness structure that he juggles
very successfully. There is great good
humour and rollicking vigour, acute
observation, ingenious transition from
one scene to attothex. Example: Matt,
newly wed, is lying alone in uxorious
smi-consciousness in bed - “a sweaty,
messy bed” -when he is accosted most
physically by a young actor, Adam
Sindair, whom he has known since
childhood. Rebuffed. Adam croons
“l’oo were much nicer to me when we
v:ere in Othello.”
This statement starts Mati off on a
60-page series of flashbacks that include
his childhood, family, university days,
wartime, Hart House theatre of the late
1940s and early ’50s. Robert Gill,
Nathan Cohen, Herbert Whittaker,
Dominion Drama Festivals, Stratford.
oxtd Tyrone Chtthrie, then back to the
sweaty bedroom, where Matt’s wife appears and banishes the mttoroos Adam
with a broom. Talk about Proustian!
And a.t that very moment, in the midst
of a thunderstorm. the great Stratford
tent has been raised for the first time and
is singing in the storm. Talk about
symbolic!
It’s a tour-de-force of construction,
but the trouble is that one is always
ware of the structure. Somehow the
nsrratiw thmsf is underpowered; the
reader is never swept away by the whole,
only admiring of the bits. As I read thii
passaye, always nsggbt~ at the back of
toy mind v:as the worry - how will he
pi back to Adam? The novel must be
sufticientlv interestinr at attv tive” moment to sustain the-%ader-d&pite the
lack of trttditional movement. If interest
in the content flags, as it does in The
Scenic Art from rime to time, then tbe
novel stumbles. Hood attempts to compensate for this danger of flaggng interest with joviality and colloquialisms
- “Boyoboy, were we gloomy!” . . .
“My gosh!” . . . “Symbols, my God!
We were up to our BSSin symbols” . . .
“Do I need to ooint out that it is because
of this kind df reasoning that the arts
don’t really effloresce in Stoverville? I
don’t? TerrificI” All this sort of of thiig
is addressed. I should point out, not to
other characters in the book, but to you.

the reader. Sometimes it works, but frequently it has a hollow ring. The author
intrudes in a jarring way between word
.ad reader.
The book is dew. i”teUiient, full of
those symbols, figures of speech, and
mimetic srcs so helpful to academics ttying to till the golden hour. It makes a
genuine conttibotion to the laborious
forging of the untreated conscience of
the Canadian race, at which so many
have been working for so long. (To
paraphrase Robert Hadow in Scan”,
while I am not getting any yottttger.
Canada doesn’t seem to be getting any
older.) Hood’s book adds to our selfawareness attd maturity; it is a Laftny
Budd of our time sttd place. But frequently The Scenic Art doesn’t so much
evoke as describe. It is reminiscence
rather than the moment.
And yet. It’s early days. Could Hood
have achieved the same effect witbout
fictionalizing? Pmhably not. There are
two possible evrduations of. thii book.
Either the author is attempting to use the
novel for wrongful purposes in the mistaken belief that a novel, .per se, is
superior to non-tictlon. Or he is
developing a slight variation on the conventional novel form, with the furtive
possibility that he might be sttcceedhtg.
attd brilliantly, at forging a forto we
can’t yet recognize because we haven’t a
name for it. Time, in its musical way.
will tell. 0

By PHIL SURGUY

TropIcal Nature: Life and Death in
the Rdn Forssts of Central and South
Anteden, by Adrian Forsyth and Keq
Miyata, John Wiley&Sons, 268 pages,
SZZ.95cloth (ISBN 0 684 179644).
TWERE
t.SA T0uCt.t of veiled irony in the
authors choice of a title: it is also the
ttame of a book by the great Victorian
naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace, and in
their text Forsyth end Miiata make a
point of quoting his statement that “the
Ittxoriance and beauty of Tropical
Natwe is a well-worn theme, and thereis
little new to ray about it.”
Actttally. there is still lots to say. On
the basic scientific level, it is believed

that very many rain-forest plant and
to be discovered,
described. attd named. And, o” a
broader level. northerners, eve” “orthem biologists, still don’t folly ap
predate what rain forest has to tdl us
about the dive&y, ittterccmnectedness,
and possibilities of life..
One example of the temperate mtte
prejudice with which w view the world
is otu uttthInking habit of regarding migmtoty birds as northern creatures who
tly south for the winter. Yet the= are
naturalists, including the authors, who
argoe that they might actually be
tropical birds that tly north for the sommer, because our longer days, which extend their bog-hunting time, and the
relative absence of predators enable
them to raise more young.
Another prejudice is the view that
temperate-zone fmgs are the norm by
which all amphibian life histories most
be measured. “However.” Forsyth attd
Miyata write, “the aquatic polliwogs so
beloved of children ia notthem temperate latitudes are by no means the only
path a developing frog ca” take. The
fmgs of the Neotropical rain forests exhibIt a remarkable set of adaptations
that belie the simple picture of amphibian tife histories found itt most textbooks and make a” open-minded
ttatttralist wonder what a “ortnal antphibian life history really is.”
They make their point by describing a
number of marsupial frog species, some
of which exhibit forms of parental care
for their young. In certain other species,
the new tadpoles climb onto the backs of
their parettts, who take them up to the
treetops in search of plants whose leaves
font natural WBter-storagetanks. The
tadpoles are left in these havens and the
parents go back to the ground, retuning
periodically with tttttriettts that they
deposit in tbeit offspring’s tanks.
Adrian Forsyth is a Catmdii, a Harvard biology Ph.D. and the winner of
lwo Nalional hfaguine Awards for
science writing: for a 1981 attide in
Harmvmtith and a 1982 piece called
“Rain Forest Requiem,” which appeand in Eqtdmx. The late Ken Miyata
was also a Hawan-trained biologist and
Fotsyth’s partttet on many field trips to
tropical America. He drowned during a
trout-fishing holiday on the Big Horn
River while this book was being printed.
Their bodk is not intended to be an
exhaustive catalogue of tropical nature.
Their purpose is “the celebration and
preservation” of a rapidly disappearing
part of our earth. where “common
species are rare and rare species cammom” Instead of generalities, they plb
sent a ceaselessly fescirladng array of
their own observations of the frequently
wondrous adaptations by which minanimalspecies have yet

.

forest plant and animal life competes
for. harvests, and protects its share of
the rtuher limited supply of availsble
nutrients. To lake only one example,
here. is their description of the nutritionzd economics of the partnership betwcn a species of acacia tree and a
species of ant that lives in its hollow
thorns:
. . The bullhorn acacias not only pmridu ihex ants wkh a dwelling: they also
supply cwrdlor~l necmria at Ihe base
of leaver as rvell as pinhead-sired
globular orange bodies allached in rows
a!oog the Ldges of yoong leaves. These
ocxtaric( . . comain all the nutrieolr
required by a colony of acacia ass.
Since Ihe PIIB’ needs for food and
sheller ore provided by Ihe plant. all of
their excess energy should be channeled
into promody the welfare of Ihe tree.
To xe this self-inleresled loyally in
ncdon. you need only rulle an acacia
IIXL’or poke the leaves with a slick. Ants
will come pouring forth from Ihe
Ihorns. and ifthey chance logel on your
skin. you will quickly feel Ihe wrath of
dwir slings. These powerhl slings must
deter musicmammalian grazers. and the
consramly palrolling workers reowve
invcl hurbivorer before they do any
damage. There are obvious direct
bcnctits for Ihe pIam. bur Ihe siluation
also has 3” inleresliy hidden bmefil.
hlos~ acacias pmduce nbrogen-rich.
cyanide-like defensive compounds 10
prowc~ lhcmrelves Jmm herbivora.
Howvcr. Ihere compounds can be cosC
lylo preduceincenainsoils: il is farlar
cor,ly 10 produce lhe sweel exudalu
lha am need. and bullhorn acacias do
not need 10 produce large qualilies oi
lhfsc subannces.

The interconnectedness
of all life is
norhere more profusely evident than in
the rain forats of tmpical America, one
of the grateat pools of genetic diversity
on eanh. But we are now in grave
dvycr of entering what Ihe authors call
“a dark age of biologictd simplicity,” as
vaSt tracts of rain forest are being wiped
out every day - much of it to make way
for rangeland to supply beef for northern fast-food chains.
Tropical Nature concludes with a
report on this disaster and the steps that
can be taken to arrest it. Among the
things we can do is support conservation
8roupo like the !Vorld Wildlife Fund.
But. Forsyth and Miyata add, “Contrlbuting money is an important gesture,
but it is a passive one . . . . Perhaps the
most significant thing you can do for the
welfare of tropical rain forest is to visit
one of the national parks in tropical
America in order to see. smell, hear and
feel some of the things we have written
about. Only then will your intellectual
concern . . . be translated into an emotional one that will spur you to help do
something. Your simple presence will
contribute in more ways than you might

think.”

To that end, the book clots
dozen pageg of,tips for the firsttime traveller. 0

with a

ARROWS
A Collection

of Yiddish

With illustrations

By AL PURDY

Frederick H. Vnrley, by Peter Varley.
Key Porter Books, illustrated,
208
pages, s50.00 cloth (TSBN 0 919493 114).
The Best of the Gram of Seven. by
Joan Murray, Hurtig, -illustrated,. 95
~w%, 819.95 cloth GSBN 0 88830 265 ‘I).
_ hkimes
B G&atNatlon: A Phoio
Album 6f Canada 1858-1925, by Edward
Cave& Altitude Publishing, illustrated,
208 pages, 849.95 cloth (lSBN 0 919381
13 8).
CJV~RMOSTof my lifetime, the Group of
Seven has echoed in my ears so often
that it has all the impact of a detumescent handshake. And in referring to the
Gmup. Graham Coughtry has said that
every tree in Canada has been painted.
Therefore I approach a book of Fred
Varley’s paintings in trepidation mixed
with anticipation. Books about all other
members of the Group have been published previously (I think), but I have
seen only the best-know
of Varley’s
paintings. And I realize suddenly that
my liking for him is based on very little:
Vem; Slormy Weather, Georgian Bay,
and three or four others. But here is a
feast, and my trepidation is needless.
Peter Varley - now a photographer
Living in Tofino, B.C. - is very interesting and very frank about his father, who
consisted of unequal parts of Joyce
Cay’s O&y Jimson, wild boozer. incandescent
genius. womanizer.
and
dozens of other things. During an era
when art was almost anathema in this
country, Varley sold few paintings, but
people loved him, took him into thtir
homes. gave him money, and wotnen
certainly found him attractive.
Frederick Horsman Varley was born
in Sheffield, England, in 1881. As a redhaired six-year-old youngster, he was
precocious enough to draw his own selfportrait. After attending art schools in
Sheffield and Antwerp, winning prlxs,
medals, and certiticatu. he still found

--_. -.___.___,.~.i___ - _______-__-

A word and an arrow are the
same - both deliver with speedy
aim: This entertaining collection
of 2400 Yiddish folk sayiw
proves the point. More than
50 delightful illustrations by
FmnkNewfeld accompany the text
which is presented in Hebrew
script, in transcription for those
interested in the sound of Yiddish,
and in English translation.
$19.95
University of Toronto Pzess

excellent new novel for
teenagers.” - Quill & Quire

“An
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An engaging story about
‘young Rachel’s first summer’
on her own and her
new-found independence..

James Lorimer 8z Company
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left off, at the end of the Islit
offem a guide to
the chsuenget of the next.”

economy,and

- Finance Minita Bob
Andmr (S~kacbtwan)
%I exttaordinaty tesou~ce:the combined wisdom of
Canad& leadenhip in your p&et PI P madmap to
your pbxe in the future econonty”
- Bob 2nd MarilynKriegel.wthm ofTHE C ZONE
“Even though this it a rhotoughly Canadian book, it
out1ine.t itsuet and rolutiots that a~ vital to all of us
in North Ametirr;
we need to tend it toa”
- Dante Fatcell. Chairman of the U.S. House Committee
on lkign
Afhirr.
ISBN:

09zw9244a

Paperbuk 99.95

A Social Critique of the
Judgement of Taste

Pierre Bourdieu
Translated by Richard Nice

Bourdieu probes the relationship between
taste and class in contemporary France, and
makes a significant contribution to current
debates on the theory of culture.

Harvard Universi~ Press
79 Gorden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

Order from: Univ. cd Toronto PIUS

IN HIiD WITH

SHF5tIBCK

HOLMES

Christopher Redmond

Illu~. hihliu. in&x.
S299Scl.
6x9 38zPP.

WHEN BR1
OSPREY wLs

earning a living diftiadt. He became a
dock worker, and got married in 1910.

next 10 years. He &led her “the
gret&estsingle influence in my life,” and

Two years later he came to Canada after
receiving glowiw reports fmm another

her image is scattemd tbmugb his work.
Yero (1930) is the first painting in the

es-Englishman, Arthur Lismer.
In Toronto, Varley met Tom Thomson and A.Y. Jackson, and went on
painting expeditions to Algonquin Park
with them. During the Fbst World War

book. You look at it3 gn?en glow and
thinl: WOW!I” Iaft, you don’t have to
look at it very long; the thing imprints itself on your brain. In D/~rrronclshe
kneels on S ve.rada with face upturned
to mountains in weird green light, and S
little prickle runs up your spine St the
expression on ha face and the twistedtogether hands.
Of course, aJl this Vera stuff didn’t go
down so good with Mad Varley. She
sought refuge in sleep, sometimes slept
outside, and walked in her sleep.
Through Su thii Sltistic and sexual
odyssey, there WBSvery little money. I”
Toronto they had bee” unable to manage the mortgage payments and lost
their house. In Jericho, B.C., they were
forced from their house, unable to pay
the rent, and St one point their furniture

he wSs commissioned to paint for Canadian war records. But it was only in 1920
and 1921 that the Group became known
to the public as an entity, and was
blasted left, right, and centre by
venomous critics.
R’lth a clfe and four children, Varley
sold few paintings. In 1926 he went west
to teach in Vancouver. His wife, Mud,

vas forced to hold a “me sale” of
paintings to pay for her own and the
children’s train fares west.
One of V&y’s Vancouver students

was 13-year-old Vera Weatherbie. She
became his constant companion for the

was seized by the bailiff. Varley begsn
his lifetime wanderings bysearch of artistic sustenance and money aaus the
country: to Lynn V&y, Toronto, MOP
treal. Trenton, P&on, the Maitbnes.
In her appreciation, Joyce Zemans
propounds less gobbledegook than some
critics. she mentions Barker Fairley’s
opinion that sbwe the Group anpha&
ed landscape to the exclusion of “early
SII else, the” their existence WBSa detriment to portraiture. But Vsrley himself
may have bee” the supmne Canadian
portrait painter.
Open the book anywhere. It is
V~rley’s life. And with the passb.~ years.
tha life became better, more prosperous, his work achieving public recognilion. A movie ws made about him.
People bought his paintings. There were
good friends. men and women; there
was laughter and some Lmd of peace.
Frederick Varley died in 1969, a very old
man. His paintings remain alive.
1

At long last . . . a comprehensive guide book to
sites in the country as&&d
with writa and
their works. This popular reference book, a

bmwscr’s delight, describesJalnr and Green
G&les and St. Urbab~ Street a”d 1,200 other
literary landmarks in 750 citiir, towm a”d
viU;yes in Canada. Large t&mat, 920 doublecolumned pages, over 650 iUwrado”s, plus a”
index of 4,800 entriu. Unique, important, interesting, and indispensiblc!
F19.95pspa
595.00 dotb
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The first book about Classco.
Indispensable and original.
PRASRRSUTHERLAND

/

ECWPRESS307 COXWELL
AVE.TORONTO
M4L385 (416)694-35

A limited“umber of back issuesof Books,ln Canadaare
availablefor the following priy per copy, plus posme
A story for
cHRIsTMA!j
for children

to age 15 or
so but adults
mill luve it too

and handling:
1984
1982
1980
1978
1976
1974
1972

-

$1.30
51.75
32.25
32.75
33.25
33.75
54.00

per
per
per
pa
per
per
pa

issue:
isnre;
issue;
irsw
issue:
issue;
iuue.

1983
1981
1979
1977
1975
1973

-

$1.50
32.00
0.50
33.00
33.50
34.00

per
per
per
per
per
per

issue;
issue;
issue;
iuuc;
issue;
issue:

illUStrated
$7.95 pa; $17.95 cl.

Order now while stocks last! Write to:
Back Iuucr. Books In Cbmdn. 366 AdelaideStreet East.

Toronto, Ontario MSA3X9. Or phone (416)363-5426.

The Best 4f the Group of Seven Is

anotlw thing. Joan Murray has selecled
53 colour plates for the book, wblcb I
tieea rith occasional ardour. However
- and it’s a big however - the rxpms
are too small. These bll Group landscapcs need space and sire. You can’t get
that feeling in four or five inches. It’s a
feast. sure, but laid out on a small table.
1 like some of the photos. Here’s
Lawen Harris, sphinx-face betraylw
nothing to the camera except dignity,
and A.Y. Jackson, first lieutenant and
Dean of St. Paul’s, both of them supporting a presumably sloshed Varley,
who glances mischievously sideways at
Jackson. The picture’s caption says
“The action of Harris and Jackson (sup_
porting Varley) suggests their role in the
Group. that of unoffidal leaders.”
Sometimes II Great Nation is a collection of Canadian photographs, dating
from 1850 to 1925. Edward Cawll, who
made the selection, also contributes a
rather boost&h intro with lines Like,
“We have earned our greatness.” However, he does make some points about
the l9th-century United States (“the
bully of the block”), for which I award
him a star-spangled maple leaf.
Photograph nomenclature ranges
from daguerrotypes to albumen prints to
ambrotypes. The jacket blurb says there
are 192 of them, all full-coloured. Well.
if you regard sepia-tone as full-wlour.
the blurb is corm
and a number of
them are actually hand-coloured - but
years ago, 1 think.
What’s important about such a book?
In my opinion, it gives you a sense of the
past - in thii csse the Canadian past.
AU those numberless people who pm
ceded us, the shadows in our brains who
made us real and thereby became fit;

~:!IITHTHE RECENTdeath of Hugh
Pyper Kane, the book trade - and
Canada’s writers - lost,one of the
most important influences 00 the
Canadian publishing industry as it exists today. A former travdling
salesman, Kane helped Jack MeClelland transform McClelland &
Stewart from an agency firm
publishing foreign books to its pra
sent independent stature. After 33
years with M & S, he served through
the early I9705 as president of Mscmillan of Canada, where his presence
v;as most strongly felt in the publication of books by such wilers BP
Donald Creighton. W.O. Mitchell.
Morley Callaghan, Alice Munm, and

tional themselves. Dressed in theheir
odd
clothes, with fi
unnatural expressions, they stare backward in tin. The

action. And one of the pictures stays
with me.
A boxlna match. It’s between aladiatots repr&ting

to include them, despite the logic of our
knowing they once existed, as we now
exist and eventually shall disappear as
they have disappeared into nowhere.
The oddness, the strange differences be
tween then and now sometimes give you
a feeling that here we arr, the warm, Uving, and visible tip of a cold invisible
dead iceberg below the surface of time.
And you thumb through the big pie
tare book looking for them, the
parallels, similarities, evidence of our
own moving fraction of eternity. Sir
Caslmir Stanislaw Gzowski and family,
1857. Why, I know him, don’t I? No,
I’m thinking of Peter. And those shad

two B.C. fiihll

corn-

munities, B&house and Stewston, in
1913.The bout is just over. The winner’s
hand is being raised. He is bloody and
braised. The loser looks chiiy and belli-

-&cd:

some believethe &ne.r won,
others don’t think so. One well-dressed
man in the ring h amused. A cigarsmoking spectator is grinning and triumphant. His man won, and he’s about to
collect his bet. There is danger in the pip
tare. The two fghters dlle
over who
won. They may continue the swap into
now, right into this excellent book of
photographs, and spatter it with blood,
sweat, and tears. 0

fishermen on Back River in 1865, their

the photo&apher is- wa&ing. And
bodies of Crow Indians killed by enemy
Piegans in the prairie Sweetgrass Hills in
1873, the deathly shadows of their flesh
fadbtg into grass and wheat and prairie

REVIEW

flowers.
Freight wagons at Yale, B.C., in 1868,

moving through shouldering mountains
to the Catiboo gold rush. Massive
timber on a Vancouver freight train in
1890, labelled “British Columbia Tooth
Picks.”

Blood

Indian

Sundance

in

Alberta, 1887, with ropes driven
through the pectoral muscles of young
Indian braves. Threshing wheat on the
prairies, 1898, on the eve of the great explosion of prairie wheat produnion:
“fmm 17 million bushels in 1900to I88
miilion by 1912.”
But enough. We see their faces, bodies
so similar to oars, simulacmms of ourselw in the past. Stopped in mid-

Robertson Davies, and the intmdw
tlon of such emergbxgwriters as Jack
Hodglns and Ian McLachlan.
Born in Belfast in 1911, Kane came
to Canada at the age of IO, and was
educated at New Brunswick’s
Rothesay College School. Except for
service in the Royal Canadian Artillery, he spent his Life in book
publishing, which he considered “the
gentleman’s profession.”
“I had
always been interested in books and

authors,” he once reflected. “Here
was a way of making a living out of a
hobby. It wasn’t until very much
later that 1 learned that once you get
into publishing you lose, the
hobby.“0

By JOHN GODDARD

Denendeh: A Dene Celebration, by
Ret16Fumoleau, tbe Dene Nation (Me
Clelland & Slewart), illustrated, 114
pages. $29.95 cloth (ISBN 0 96918410 7).
Home and Native Land: AborIgineI
Rigbls and the Canadian Constitution,
by Michael Asch, Methua, 156 pages,
S9.95 paper (ISBN 0 458 97380 7).
IN ~*~-tw~miuw
native settlemmts,
whenz winters are long and severe, when
almhol problems and dome& strife
underlie daily life, and where the stmggIe to maintsin a distinct cultural identity is constant, it is easy to forget how

weU northern

native

pw~les

have

adapted to change gem&Ii and how
math they have accomplished PoIiticaW
in the lash 15 years. L&end.& A Dent
Cekbmdon is a reminder. It is a largeformat book of colour photographs
marking the 15th anniversary of the
founding of the Indian Brotherhood of
the Northwest Territories, now called
the Dene Nation.
The word Dew @renounced “DBneh”) means “the people” to the
Athapaskan Indian groups livb%gin what
they refer to as Denendeh, or “land of
the people,” a vast region more corn-

___~. _ _-._..

manly known as the Mackenzie Valley,
in the western portion of the Northwest
Territories. The Dene Nation is the
political organization acting for the
Dcne in pursuit of a” aboriginal-claims
settlement and some form of self-delermination v&.bi” Confederation.
In 35 -of
text. author and photographer Rend Fumoleau outlines the
history of the Dene from aboriginal
times lo the present. with special Mpharis on how the Dene have asserted
themselves in recent years. It is an uplifting story, told chronologically. of how
the devastation of imported illness,
modem industry, and government ignorance have bee” largely overco”~e by
the Dene during lhdr struggle lo take
chw of their ov,” affairs.
To help tell the story, Fumoleau fre
quenlly quotes individuals speaking on
ewylhiy
from colonialism to the
spiritual siguifEa”ce of the drum dance.
The impression he tries lo convey is that
the Dene now BIT speaking for themsdws, even in this book. To emphasize
the point, Funmleau lists the Dene Nalion as publisher and McCIeUand &
Stewart merely as distributor. Also. he
disguises the fact that he is the author
and writes in the fmt-person plural, BS
in: “Together we of aboriginal descent
constitute over fifty per cent of the resident population [of Denendehj.” The
effect is disconcerting, giving the reader
the feeling of being addreiwd by a disembodied chorus.
But these eccentricities are no doubt
well-intended, arising from Fumoleau’s
modesty and his dedication lo the Dene
cause. He was born 58 years ago in
France and came lo Northern Canada in
1953 as a” Oblale missionary, settling
first in Fort Good Hope “ear the Arctic
Circle. There he learned lo hunt, fti,
drive a dog-team, and teach the cat+
chism in the Slavey language. He later
moved lo Yellowknife and wrote As

Home and Nadw Land: Aboriginal
RiphIs and lhe Conadian Consrirudonis

also a celebration, in part, covering
some of the same ground as Fun~oleau.

One chapter traces how the d&&alion of various native groups i” the last
15 years caused a complete turnaround
in federal policy under Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau - from outright rejw
lion of the notion of aboriginal rights lo
entrenchment of aborigiial rights&” the
constitution.
Asch is an anthropologist who began
studying the Dene of the Northwest Terrilcuies in 1969 and who has since worked with the Dene Nation documenting
native land use, preparing papers on

_. ._.,__~~_~

contributing ‘research for us; in
aboriginal-claims negotiations. He also
leaches at the University of Alberta in
Edmonton. In this book, he borrows
fmm his experience with the Dene lo
make a case for the eulrenchme”l in the
constitution of special political rights for
native people across the country - that
is, the establishment of a dislinet form
of self-gover”me”l for “alive people
within Confederation.
It ti a lough subject and sometimes a
dull one, which Asch’r academic prose
doa Littlelo enliven. The book contains
such mind-numbing sentencea as: “In
the camtext of the comprehensive claims
policy. this ‘identity’ is see.”BI a result of
the successful incorporation of strengthened traditional lifeways with ‘meaningful’ participation in the Ufeways of the
dominant society:
But the book is a welcome one to anybody wanting a solid reference text on
the legal and political underpinnings of
aboriginal-rights ROUCY.
and lo anybody
wanting to catch up on what eamebut ok
the last two first-ministers conferences
on aboriginal rights and the mnstitulion. Asch presents a convincing argumen1 that Confederation is incomplete
without
entrenchment
of special
political rights for native peoples. 0

Long As ThhiELand Shall Last (1975). a
history of Treaties 8 and Il. signed be
Wee” the Dene and the federal government around the turn of the century.
Fumoleau contbmes to travel among
the seltleu~c”ls, fishing camps, and
hunting grounds, foUowing events and
taking pictures. His annual photo exhibilions iu Yellowknife have made him
rell-known in the North as a photographer. And the photos in LIenendeh,
culled from 15 years of work. are SCeellent, celebrating a” indomitable pea.
pie still fundamentally attached to the
land. lo their traditions and to each
other. There are five or six duds in the
collection but many pictures are so
superb it is hard lo imagine how he got
them. AU w enhanced by Fumoleau’s
unique access lo the Dene and his appreciation of their way of life.

Bljsiness Manager
Canadian Literature
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The Univeraily
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‘I write about .young peopl’, not
exclusively for them. I would hope that my books
have an interest for adults’

By SHERIE POSESORSKI

A!“AR.D.WNNINO
author of young
adult novels, Kevin Major was born in
Stephenville, Nfld., in 1949. After
graduating from Memorial University,
he taught hi school in a number of
Nexfoundlmtd communities, and continues to teach part-time. His first book,

Cormier, but I find many of the novels
shallow and too pm-packaged. The
writers have a tendency to choose a
highly topical problem, like anorexia
nervosa or homosexuality, and then
build a story around it. Novels should be
relevant and readable in years to come
- which I doubt many of them will be.

AN

(Breakwater, 1574). was an
anthology of myths, poems, and fiction
set in Nev~foundland and illustrated with
Do&afs

As well, I’m dissatlsflld with the way

they are written. Thw frecmentlv lack

traditional values of Newfoundland outport society and the onslaught of
American popular culture. For those
young people growing up in small communltia, that struggle is causing stress

and estrangement in the family stnw
turn. My novds dramatize the conflicts
that have developed between parents
and their children because of those
chaws. In a more general sense, the
novels deal v&h the issudthat
confront all teenagers family relationships, dealings
with authority on a parental
and societal level, the effects of
peer pressure, expetimcntation
with drugs. exploration of sexuality, contemplation of the
future. However, the problems
am never the focus of the
novels. My emphasis is on how

be& r&?&d by Doubled&.
Now a resident, with hi wife
and year-old sw, of Sandy
Cove, Nfld.. M&r talked to
Sherie Posesorski during a recent visit to Toronto:

:.;

individual characters cope with
the problems.
Bit2 In each novet, you’ve

qz..

Books in Cansdm iVfm1 led +i -r\
you to write young adult f7clion?

71

-”

Kevin ltIajoc As a substitute

und (I diflecrnt normtivepoint
rvlru.p
Major: I’m always aware of

teacher, 1 saw that young people vxre \~omciously reading
the tlexv genre of Atne&an
realistic young adult fiction by

not wanting to repeat myself.
In chang.bt.3the point of view I
w&ted to go beyond the standard stylistic conventions

Judy Blumc, Robert Cormia,
and S.E. Hinton. Those novels

employed in young adult fittion. Often. young adult novels
are quite simpliitlc in their approach to story-telling. My
books. ~~&~~larlv the IaS
1~0. require more involvement on the
reader’s part. I’m interested in the
reader who is willing to takea littlemore
time and effort.
Bit2 The Ionguoge In the novels isfrank

seemed to have a wider appeal
and readership than the tmdi- 1
tional fiction aimed at young

., 1

of view.

:

ai.
.:.

Kevin

people - adventum and animal stories.
Initially, I was attracted by the novels’
directness, stralghtfonwd
first-pawn
narmtions. and characters who wae not
idealld
or old-fashioned. I saw that
there were no comparable stories for a
similar age group slumted in Newfoundland, so I decjded to write a story about
young people gmwing up in the out-

ports, dmmstizing situations that would
be relevant to their lives.
Eic: mat feaflms
ofyolmg
adult Jicfion 0ppeaIed 10 you?
Major: Actually, a lot of the novels

don’t appeal to me at all. Certainly there
am good writers of them. like Robert

any stmng feeling for cbamcter. being
basically sociological problem novels.
The writers make it too easy for tke
readers, don’t challenge them enough.
Young readers need to be exposed to
mom than one method of telling a story.
Many of the novels rely too heavily on
telling the story with a first-person narrator.
Bit2 Whaf ore the eapwienca and Cmres

and your chomcters qeriment
with
drugs and their skwalify. Have you encountered eny cemomhip problems?
Major: Two years ago, I was scheduled

de.vant to the experience of growing up
in Newfoundland. Newfoundland so&
ty is in the midst of tremendous changes.

to do a-reading in Rainy River. Ont. A
week before the reading. the chairman
of the library board cancelled the
reading without informing the other
members of the board. He said that he
considered parsagzs
of the books unsuit-

The young are caught between the old

able for the young people of the cam-

of your modem fbat you want to odd=?
Major: Primarily, I want my books to be

“unity. There wa a” outcry from the
Wtiters’ Union and the Canadian
Library Association. The reading was
held when ylother board member providLti his school for the reading. The
irony of the situation was that no young
people attended. I asked one of the
board
members
where were the
teenagers? He replied. “It’s Friday
night. They’re probably out drinking.” I
found thol amusing, considering the
chairman’s
objection
to cheractets
drinking in my books.
There have been a number of instances rhere the books have bee”
removed Cram library shelves. In one
smell library ln Newfoundland, the principal wouldn’t ellow my books in the
school library, because he thought the
characters were too sbniler to teenagers
in the community. My books are not
l&red on a”)‘ of the novel lists put out by
the Newfoundland Boani of Education,
v:hich seems to me to be the most
obvious place for them to be listed.
Obversely, I have met librarians who
hove told me they BIT glad that there am
novels that are portraying teenegers in a
more realistic light and that ate situated
in Canada.
Bk: For teencrgers,kn’t the attmction
ofyour novels. imports the confirmation
of their owe experiences?
Kojfor: Yes. What attracts young people

to the books is that they have e feeling
that others ere experiencing similar
problems, holding the same outlooks
and attitudes. When we were growing
up. there vzeren’t books available that
recontitmed out experience in a realistic
“tanner.

IX? Do you anticipate any probkme
with 36 Es~osures due to its ewlicit
Ia~+2ge anilsexoolity?
_
Majet: No doubt. I think it will cause
problems. As a writer whose main
readership is I2 years old end up, one of
the problems you heve ls that your
readers don’t purchase the books. The
novels filter through adult hands. Adults
are concerned that their children will try
to emulate the characters’ actions.
Elc: Isn? that coocero df.ffused by the
&pite
encolmtw?
BIajor: l’s,

the dilemm& -1hey

my next novel and the protagonist will
be 20, which I guessmovesmeinto adult
fiction. But really, 1 haven’t decided es
of yet. With the birth of my son I have
been thinking about wiling for a much
younger audience.
Right now, I’m
thinking about adapting one of the
books lnto a play. and about the plans to
turn Holclfmt into a TV movie.
BIG: Do you pleo to continue writing
young adult/icrlon?

&&mcing the books: some interesting
connections make two new anthologies more than
just collections of parts

&YDOUG FETHERLIIVG

XEN

NOBRM today
fulfils the sane
valuable role in poetry that Job” Robert
Colombo. for example. did a short
generation ego. He is a poet who
doubles not so much as a critic but as a
publicist in the old sense of the word;
he’s someme who puts together anthologies ad brim out people’s books
and genetally causes poetic activity to
happen around him. Until recently he

tention that the book help define a
generation: not a biological generption
so much es a career generation. those
who sterted publishing collections in the
late 1970s and anaged fully only during
the pest few years. To show how the
generations have in fact changed it may
be instructive to compare Canadian
Poetry Now, in a somewhat statisticaJ
but not very sclentiflc way, with a

tred poetry revival, but hes now teke”
the decidedly national step of editing
Ca”adis” Poetry Nor: 20 Poets of lhe
’00s (192 pages, $12.95 paper), the most
rexnt in the House of Anansi anthology

pest.
Of the 20 poels in Norris’s book, half
are women: a percentage the editor
deliberately aimed for but one that certelnly mitmrs the present reality. The
average sge of all the poets is 35. Eiiht
of them, or 40 per cent. WUT born outtide Canada. as against 20 pet cent of
the Canadian population as a whole and
25 percent ofthepopulation
ofontario.
It’s iotetxsting to look at these fiiutes in
light of two important anthologies of the
l%Os, Poetry 62 and Poetry 64/

series.

This is not a” anthology that tries to
present new dlwweties.
Most of the
poets, such aa Christopher Dewd”ey.
Btl” Mouth. and Pier Giorgio di Cicco,
ete familiar to gnyone reading current
poelry. Nor does it attempt to reflect the
viewpoint of any school, to use an oldfashioned term. Norris stetes in his intmductlon that the conttibutors
“are
hard to restrict to a set of beliefs or

Po&le 64.
Poeuy 62 ~erso”

Press, 1961) was
edited by Eli Ma&l
and Jean-Guy
Pllon. Of 21 poets, the 14 who wrote in
English wete a curlow, satisfying mixture of those who had bee” around for
yeas but were just begitming their
significant work, such as Al Purdy,
those who wete peramlel newcomets,
suchesLanardcohen,andthosesnch

counteki”g any so-caued

modern
problems
faced
by the
characters is their own strong sense of
the traditional moral values of Newfoundland society.
EiCz Is there onysign~cimce
to rhelact
that your char&em

MsJor: I dislike being labelled a you”g
adult novelist. I write about young people, not exclusively for thun. I would
hope that my books have an interest for
adults. Adults with teenage children
have told me that they enjoy the books
in thanselves and for the insights they
give them into their children’s thinking.
A goqd novel, whether it is about somb
one five or 55, should be able to stand
on its own. .D

ore getfing pro-

gressive& older in your now&?
Kojor: At some critical point, I may
turn to adult fiction. since my charaeten have bee” getting older. it now
sezms a logical move. Add two more
years to the age of the main characrer of

_. ;_- __...__ -l._ ;_,

more gMuine newcomers in turns of the
breadth of their reputations. Two of the
a”glopho”es were women; the average
age of anglophones of both swra was 35
(the prese”ce of Wilftld Watson having
pushed the figure up a bit).

ttuisms about poetry, but it is possible to
see in twir works some common
featurea.” This ls the sort of anthology,
rather, that in a good consomeririt way
shows whet’s out them to be purchased
in greater quantity. Yet it is Norris’s ln-
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Poelty .64/Po&ie 64, edited by Colombo and Jacques Godbout, was
published by Ryenon only two years
later but revealed a much different
poetical economy. It presented such
small-press figures as Margaret Atwood
and GI*endolyn MacEwen (the only two
female poets in English) and John
Newlove, and also showed the

rollarln lrippett
An emly chapter
development

in the
of a national

school of art, illustrated
with works by A.Y. Jackson,
David Mihe and many
more. By the award miming
author of Emily Cam:
A Eiqgx@y. $24.95

iLiTTLE SNOWSk4OE
Ellen Bryan Obed
WilliamB. Ritchie

a sim lestory
of a bunny who 1 ecomes
separated from his Momm r in
the woods during a sno d all,
will thrill young
readers
everywhere.

Llttle5oowshoe,

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
ISBN O-919519-294
illustrated. 85.95 cloth
P.0. Box 2188.
St. John’s, Nfld..
AIC 6E6

throigh George Bowering. Prank
Davey, and Lionel Keams. ‘?be averap
age dropped a full 10 years, to 25.
Perhaps the most significant anthology of the time (certainly it was
closely read and hotly debated when it
appeared in 1966) wzu New Wullc
Cona& edited by Raymond Sousta
and published as one of thelast Contact
Press titles. Looked at now, it is an extamely ecumenical anthology, for it
came at a time when individuals seeking
their own support system; and infrastructure. Coach House Press had
only just begun, and there was no Open
Lettw, no ECW, etc.; young poets had
not yet ascended to academic positions
or important editorships.
New Wave Canada was also a most
political anthology. In his brief
foreword Soustcr traced the history of
Canadiin modernism. noting how the
“forward progress was rejected almost
entlrely’by developments in our literary
situation in the 1950s. i . this Tea*
tionary period.” He was determined to
show more fully the West Coast move
ment and how it bad put down rook in
the East as well. The book also included
many non-aligned poets who did not
seem to fit the subtext except in that they
were modem, not unmodem. Again, a
breakdown: of 17 poets, all male but
one, tbe aver& age was 26, and three
were born elsewhere. Nearly 20 years
later a mU8h look at the contents page
reveals that nine are still publishing collections of verse, two are writing prose
but not verse, one is dead, and two are
ofticlals or bosses in the so-called
cultural industries. This leaves three
whose whereabouts are unknown, at
leastto me.
New Wove

definitely
designed to have a revelatory imPa& k
show off new voices. sollie of them
almost totally unkn&n and others
mimeographed magazines available in
no more than four or five shops nationwide. Thll emphasis on freshness and
newness was in fact a cbaracterlstic of
the period 1965 to 1975, as witness the
three anthologies edited by Al Purdy in
that time or the 1969 Anansl anthology
tinada Pimt edited by Peter Anson. In
Anson’s b&k, the average age of tbe 19
poets had crept up to 27. and once again

there was only a single woman among
them. Poets in such new-faces anthologies natorally have a lower snrvivability rate than those who are
already more established. But one fgure
in Canada Firs, who stood out for bls
tone of almosl conversational imay, ws.5
Lloyd Abbey, who has continued to
8mw steadily and has recently published
bis richest follection. The Antlered BOY
(0bsroa press, 96 pages, S9.95 paper,
517.95 cloth).
What do these worthy though perhaps
somewhat apples-and-oranges comparjsons mean? Well, it’s signifiesat that
the notion of how old a “young” poet
should be bar gone from about 35 in the
early 1960s to around 25 later in tbe
decade and now. since tbc 1970s. has
dimbed back up to 35. It’s curious, too,
that the percentage of non-native-born
poets has increased but that this has not
necessarily made the mix more
cosmopolitan since most of them have
come fmm literary envimmnents far less
sophisticated, not more. And it is worth
notins, though hardly surprising, that so
many of the present generation are
women, following all th6se years in
which there were no doubt seriously
under-represented. In fact, the final and
mostuseful comparison r&y be between
Norris’s anthology and a new one edited
bv Ma-v di Michele. Amtbina is Possibit?:A &lection of l&ve~ \V&.n Poels
rp;s
186 pages.519.95 dotb, S10.95
The amount of overlap between the
two is revealing, for instance, but so is
the presence in Anything Is Pwsible of
people not in Canadian Paet~~ Now.
One notices in pmticular Libby Seheier.
who reminds us again how these poets
are more hdly available elsewhere for
those whose interest has been amused.
In ha case, there is a new book The
La%pr Life (Black Moss, 56 pages, $6.95
paper), a quite remarkable collection
written from within the anatomy of
violence, imagined, perceived, and
witnessed, and as aa escape fmm it, with
insights into the process of its own composition: “sometimes poetry reruns the
day/heightens colors and shapes/some
times poetry pretigures the day/some
times poetry is a dry mn . _ . .”
By not dealing with male poets (who
seem less likely to write alike but lass
likely, most of them, to achieve thesame
depth) Anything Is Z-V&b/e presents, in
a way, a more incisive statement on tbe
present generation. The names and the
voices are all familiar but it’s good to
have them brought together in cboms.
In Roo Borson’s abruptly shaped but
richly textured poems one gets a sense of
nature denatured, and there are occasionsl bits of an older poetic imagery
(“Night drips tar onto the g.mss . . .“).
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Betty Kennedy’s
Alliitor stew
Clyde Giiow’s
PearPie Pavarotti
LestE~~
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Sandy Cushon’s
Field Mouse Casserole
Vi&i Gab-u’s
Nearly Famous Burritos

Pierre B&on’s
KlondikeBaked Beans

“I am bf the theory that if it says two spoonfuls of
something, it will be better with fowl”
-Louis Del Grande and Martha Gibson S&g Things
\
taught myself Italian 50 I can read any menu. I speak
‘culinarv Italian’.”
Johnny Wayne drFrank Shuskr The WqnrbShurkrShoco

II
m

0 network TV advertising 0 in-store display
mate+ls 0 ZQOOO
copy first prln~rlm 0 on air
national pmmotion with personalities 0 erpcerpts
and stories in consumer mqazines.
.$I.295 I I60 pa&s I8Vzx IOI 110bIack6rwhit.z
photos I Zcolours I68 celebrity recipes I ISBN
04679U5F5 /Paperback I November

“I used to be able to scramble eggs. But unlike
bicycling or swimming, you do forgetl”
-ClydeGilmourtilnrouf~Albun.
‘The French Embassy in Washington had the best
Focd always and the British always had the dull.&.”
-Knowlton Nash ThriWimal
“The fact that my wife is a gourmet chef makes me

feel superfluous and inadequate.”
-Dave Broadfoot I&d CanufiunAir Farce
“Mincemeat is handy in the North, when the fmst
mmes on August 17 and your garden falls and you
are left with lots of green tomatoes.”
-Arthur Black Basic Black
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Marilyn Bowering comes with a more
geographic4 or topographic bnagination. Di Michele herself hints at liturgy
end ceremony. A most amazing writer
is
Lorna Cnxier. She resists the trend
towards one long dixontinuous poem
but wires individual pieces that aa sad
acknowkdgemettts of everyday life,
unified by a toughness but free of defensive posturing.
The point is that alI of them write very

differently indeed, yet most shere common assumptions. The starting points
indude not just gender but a fear of
desensidzadon in amatelaisti~ illiberal
world. Or so it struck me. This may or
may not be a real similarity or an important one. But as one wads through enthologies like these, one stumbles on
such connections, which help make the
books more than just collectimts of
I#urr.o

Two books from Quebec show their writers
at the top of their form, whiIe a third reffects
thematic criticism at its most banal

By PAUL STUEWE

A DARI;and compelling fantasy lurks between the covers of Roth Carrier’s Lady
v.ith Cbalns (translated by Sheila Fischt
man. House of Anansi. $8.95 paper). a
novel that finds one of our mosttalented
authors writing at the top of his form.
Thosexvhoknow him only as the creator
of such congenial, somewhat sentimen-

tal teles as La Guerre, Yes Sir! and The
Hockey swater will diicover a muter
different literary persona here, es Cartierdemonstrates thatAnneH&ertisa’t
the only Quebaois writer capable of de
scribing Gothic situations in the
la&Age of modern psychological
The ~chained lady is a young piwomm shattered by her husband’s
abandonment of their child in a snowstorm. As Virginie methodically plots his
murder, her mind spews forth a terrifying deluge of malicious imaginings. And
when she finally decides to turn her fanmsier into reality, her actions set in
motion e bizarre but believable chain of
events that culminates in a cathertic
revelation.
tier
works wonders with this
deceptively
simple
plot.
His
protagonist’s gradual breakdown is ctmveyed tbmugh stream-of-conxiousne
narration r&her than rvtemal descrip
tion. and her memories and hallucbtations are so \rivid that one often feels
right inside e mind near the end of its
tether.
Contrast and relief are provided by
passages in which Virginie imagines herself the wronged heroine of a historical
romance, and by her impassivereception
of her husband’s verbal assaults on her

refusal to speak to him. Her husband’s
naitering functions as a reniinder of the
everyday world Virginie rejects, placing
her murderous impulses in mundane
contexts that keep the novel linked although certainly not chained - to a
world of mutually comprehensible cornmtmicetions. It’s a matwUous book that
makes supremely moving literature out
of the most basic of raw materials.
Selected Teles of Jacques Fenon
(trenslated by Betty Bednarski, Howe
of Anansi, $9.95 pap=) includes and
augments Tata Jmm the Uncertain
Country, the 1972 volume that ftnt
brought Ferron to the attention of
English-Canadian reedcrs. This new collection contains more than twice as
much material as the earlier one. and
gives us en even better idea of why the
Montreal doctor, Rhittocemus Party
founder, and all-round belletrist is so
highly esteemed in his native province.
Perhaps the most enjoyable aspect of
Perron’s shorter pieces - he is also an
accomplished n&list-is
their unusual
and refn%hing ecle&ism. Here one will
find everything from‘ surreal farces aa
slice-of-life vignettes to fabuliit myths.
and much of the fun comes fmm our uncertainty as to just which of the author’s
landscapes we’ve entered. Longer stories
such as “M&lieand the Bull” are greatly
enhanced by the periodic eruption of indeterminacies into their naturalistic
fmmeworks, and magiwealist sketches
such as “Beck to Val-D’or” are likewise
strengthened by timely touches of
realistic detail.
But whatever the literary forms and
teebniques Permn .uses, his work is

always suffwxl with s profound sense
of the complexity and unpredictability
of that abstraction we so confidently call
“life.” His Selected T&v are a tightful gethexing of strange worlds made m
fessible and fan&r surnmdings made
new, end they will give much pleasure to
readers open to an uninhibited exploretion of literary possibilities.
Those preferring a tamer and more
conventional approach to literature will
find it in Clement M&an’s A Poelry OF
Fmntlers (translated by George Leng
and Linda Weber. Press Porc&pic.
f19.9S cloth). a generally tedious comparative study of Quebec and EnglishCanadian writing that e.xemplifEs the
pitfalls of a simplisticelly thematic ap
preach to criticism. This is the sort of
book in which statements such as
“Canadians are torn between past and
present” and “Both poets [Anne Hebert
and P.K. Page] wnnect death with the
past” are offered as significant generalizations. and pmfimdities such BP “Al
Purdy, born in 1918, is not a young
poet” are’at any moment liable to
boggle the innocent reader. An editor’s
note claims that much time and trouble
were taken with the translation. but infelicities such as ‘8successivegenerations
are capable of wrkii
toward a same
ideal” and three separate misuses of
“conreerated” witbin a five-page span
of text do not bear out this assertion.
When Moisan deseends from the
literary wo&, he occasionallycorn& up
with a fresh insight His discussionof
ambivalettce in Anne H&ert’s
poetry is very well done, end hi comsemantic

the wore of’ Gaston Mimn and Raymond Sou.%teris also illuminating. But in
order to get to these scattered aper$us
the most fearsome 6ttellectttal aridity,
and the rewardssimply aren’t worth the
effort. A Poe@ elf Fmnriers seldom
steps outside the boundariesof the most

banal thematic methodology, and es a
consequence it fails to engage effectively
with the literatun it seeks to explore. 0
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GIFTBOOXT

Stallcing the wild book: from the
overwhelming vastness of prairie skies to the
close-up delights of rosy pussfloes

By JOHN OUGHTOIV

EACHYWR. when pumpkilw swelI in
fields silvered by nightly frosts, the
migration of a colourful. quaint. and
costly species begins. After their
plumage is folly developed in rookeries
as exotic as Hong Kong, Canadian gift
books flock back to their native shams.
Thae, they must wait in book stores
rhere Christmas gift-hunters weigh
them, prod their vitals, and envision
them basted in tinselled paper under a
p@stic tree.
The gift-book hunter’s problem is different fmm that of hi l&gauge cousin.
The latter already knows which of his
relatives and friends savour mallard
sprinkled cith lead shot as ao entie.
But each gift book is aimed at a specific
taste, +nd presenting the wrong choice
can omduce the same resoonse as serving sieak tartare to a vegeiarian: not only a stern refusal of the off&m but also
a distinct implication that your powers
of dixriminrtion have left for Florida a
few weks before the rest of you.
With that problem foremost in mind.
this Christmas’s crop of gift books is
considered in tams of likely recipients.
Iiowver, no warranty express or implied can be placed on this counsel: as
Ann Landers might say, don’t sue me,
Toots, if follovting my advice leads to a
diVOIc&
Any relative who has enoagh wealth
and taste to collea modern art, or any
aspiring artist who likes colourful
abstraction, is a potential candidate for
Jcck Eosb (McClelland B Stewart, 216
pages, S65cloth), a plentifully illustrated
tribute e&ted by Karen WIlton. Potmrid is a key word, because the art-world
jury is still out on Jack Bosh’s work. By
the time Bush died in 1977, at the age
of 65, he v:a generally appreciated as a
charming and g-us
man who set for
the next generation of Canadian artists
an example, as David Silcox wites, “of
inspbztion. purpose and determination.”
Athough infbmtid New York aittc
Clement Greenberg has long been a
by the ?wk&dn&s of drawiag and layout” Greenberg describes as
one of Bush’s chmms in the essay included here. He lauds Bush’s gifts as a
distu&d

colomist. callbu him “a master of

satmatioi and w&mth,‘* a discoverer of

new and unorthodox harmonies. That
side of Bosh’s talent is seldom debated;
but hll forms, to some enchantingly instinctive and childlike. me to others
simplistic, undramatic. The 96 mloor
plates. are well reproduced on superwhite paper that as a sideeffect makes
the type appear a bit “op art” for the
reader.
Naturally, the essays in this volume
are fmm Bash’s fans. Other U.S. critics
ioin Greenbere: the Canadian side is
represented by editor Wilton, Ken
Carpenter, Banie Hale. Terry Fenton,
Damis Reid, and David Sllwx, with
Scottish academic Duncan Macmillan
adding a British perspective. Anecdotes
from dealers and artists who knew Bash
are included. There’salso a transcript of
an interview with the mtist conducted
for a TV station in Edmonton. Considering the rather lame quality of some
questions, this could have been edited
into aa informal statement of the artist’s
intent. For example, when inspired by
flowers: “I’m not painting flowers. I’m
painting the essence, tbe feeling to me
only, not how somebody else feels about
those flowers.”
Your Uncle Edgar, who lives near
Saskatoon and is an amateur landscape
artist, is sure to be delighted with Land
of Earth and Sky: Landscape Paintlag
of Westera Caaada (Western Pmducer
Prairie Books, I48 pages, $29.95 cloth).
The 80 calour platea chosen by Ronald
Rees reflect both amateur and pmfe.+
stonal visions of the Prabie provinces.
Rea is a pmfessar of geography
rather than art, so his approach to Iandscapes is intriguing. He provides a
history of how artists dealt with the vast
space and sky of the West, from the earIy European explorers, who found their
vocabulary of hill, dale, and glen inadequate, to the native sons and daoghters
of the present. Despite occasional slips
that the book’s editor should have
caught (“the luminous quality of its
light” for one). he writes energetically
and objectively.
He makes it clear that Bumpeantrained artists were not the only ones
who couldn’t find visual excitement in

the Prairies. Arthur Lllr.
for one,
told Saskatchewan painter Illlngworth
Kerr that “the only interestbtg objects
on the prairie were telephone poles.”
Kerr went on to prove hii wrong, as did
Km&k, Dorothy Knowles, Lemoine
Pltzgerald, Takao Tanabe, and even
Lllmer’s colleague A.Y. Jackson. This
book represents good value., moth& of
Unde Edgar’s watchwords.
A close-up vcnion of the natural
delights of the West is contained in More
Than Meets the Rye: The Life and Lore
of Westera Wltdflomrs (Oxford, 242
paga. S35 cloth). Author Joan WardHarris is both a natmallst and a watercolour painter; ha talents prodace a
good preSmt that should have extended
shelf life for the hiker-gardener in your
family. IacidentaUy. someone should
talk the lady into writing her memoirs
next. The publicity material mentions
that in her youth she won bets by
spending a night in the Count of Monte
Cristo’s prison ceII in tbe C&&au d’If
and by travelling with a circus as the
knifethrower’s target; she was also
drugged in an attempt to market her to
the whiteslave trade.
Along with skllful full-page paintings
of each wildflower, she appends a miniessay on the flower’s Latin name,
habitat, herbal uses, and place in Indian
lore. There are some choice bits for the
trivia collector too: leaving one pu cat
of a wheatfti to ox-eyed daisies helps
the crop grow better, and the common
names of some of the plants include such
delights as mannikm twayblade, rosy
pussytooes, corpseplant, and hider-ofthe-north.
A Canadian painter whose life has
been recorded is Robert Harris, the
P.B.I. native whose massive portraits
Fathers of Coqfederation
and A

Meeti~

of the School Trustees have

become part of OUTnational inheritance.
Give your favourite Canadian history
buff or art-history student Island
Painter: The Life of Robert HamIs
fl849-1919) (Ragweed Press, 160 pages,

$12.95 paper). It is the second edition of
Moncrieff Williamson’s biography.
orlgllalIy published by McClelland %
Stewart but long out-of-print.
Williamson has added new material
arising from his rawarch since the fmt
book, and has rounded out a chan&g
portrait of one of the foonding fathers
of Canadian portmltore. While Harris’s
main love WBSstately representattoos of
dignitaries, he was also a delightful cartoonist and caricaturist. Hired by the
Globe to sketch the main figures in the
sensational Donnelly murder trial in
1880,he had to exercise the same wiles as
today’s photojournalists: “I got one old
vIllain just as he was rue
from the
wicket hiding a cake in one hand and a

’

mug in the other. Like Lot’s wife, he
could not help giving a glance over bis
shoulder as he fled. I _~
cot his fan in that
position.”
Harris, e lifetime teetotaller. travelled
LLgood deal throughout North America
and Europe until illness slowed him
dowo. Although he appreciated the
genuine praise of his colleaguesand WIIcctors, fulsome “criticism” brought out
his barbs. One article in an Ottawa
paper made him “feel as though one had
been painted red and was swimmiog in
treacle.” This is not a coffeetable book,
being of modest sia and furnished only
with black-and-white illustrations, but it
does provide a enjoyable vehicle back to
the world of 19ti-ccntuty Canadian mt.
Your friend who just graduated fmm
urban studies and landed a job with a
Maririmes city is the ideal rceipint for
Solnt John: Scenes fmm D Popular
History (Petheric Press. 80 pages, 512.95
paper). Author George W. Schuyler is a
transplanrcd American hlstotiao who
finds fascination in the story of the only
Canadian
city with reversing falls.
Scl1uyler takes us up to 1918. coverlog
the cxploratlon of the area. the founding
of the city, the skirmishes between IrishCanadian Protestants and Catholics in
the early 18otls, massive fires, the rise
and fall of its ship-building industry,

and the Street Railway Strike - possibly
the only Canadian instance of mass
rioting and police brutality over street-.
Schuyler gives us a rcasonsbly lively
accouht of the &y’s growth, complemented by historical engravings and
photographs. Two minor points arc lrtitating: the book is set in a tall, condensed typeface, which induces a kind of
typographical vertigo. and there’s no in&x to help students and hiitorians.
Perhaps an even rarer breed among
your acqwintaoccs than the Maritime6
urban development specialist is the
-times
hiiorical church-architecture
devotee. Not evcryonc will rise to the
bait of an opening sentence like: “The
churched of Pictou County arc co interesting phenomenon.”
If you know
someone who does, there’s e good
chance he/she got Thy Dwellings Fair:
Churches of Nova Scolu 175&1830 by
Elizabeth Pacey a few Christmascs ago
and has been on the edge of the pew.
since, welting for her sequel More Ststely Mansions: Churches of Nova Scelin
~1830-1910 (Lancelot Press, 193 pages,
$10 paper).
Paccy made a survey of 577 churches
in the province end chore for this book
33 of the most interesting, with an cyc to
regional and denominational
balance.

Aided by Halifax architecti George
Rogers and Allan F. Duffus, she gives
plans, history, special design fcaturcs.
and includes photographs. The photos
the black-&d-white rcprohuctibhs, but
thii is intended more as a guidebook
than a memorial.
Much more of a coffeetable effort,
and a contender for the armchair sailor
in your flotilla, is A Sea WlIbln: The
Gulf of St. Lawrence (McClelland &
Stewart, 176 pages, 329.95 cloth). This
book by titer
Wayland Drew and
photographer
Bruce Littlejohn
goes
head-to-head in the gift lists with The
Gu(f of St. Lawrence, by Harry Bruce.,
Wayne Barrco, and Anne Mackay
rcvicwcd last month.
The Drew-Littlejohn
effort gives a
more equal rcpraentation
to twd and
photography. Drew adds a thorough @y
gift-book standards) account of the
Oulf s role in our history. B&&s wellknown explorers and advcnhuers, he
writes
about
lesser-known
but
fascinating faurcs like Marguerite de Le
Roberval. She WBP marooned on an
island in 1541 by her father, a Frmch
nobleman,
when he discowed
her
romance with a sailor. Margutitc survivcd on her own for two years - after
ha scrvaot, low, and child aU perished
- until she persuaded some French
fishermen to take her back home.
Littlejohn presents a view of the Gulf
distinct from the usual sunny postcard
images. He is a master at capturing the
moody, misty light that often rules tbe
St. Lawrence. The photographs are particularly well-chosenin that facing pages
generally
complement
each other
beautifully. The printing is good cnougb
to hold even the most subtle grcys and
pinks in Littlejohn’s images. This book
doesn’t have as much flash as the version by Bruce cl aL1.,but it does have
more depth.
A Canadian pbofographcr known for
c+.brating more exotic areas is Roloff
Beny, who died at just 54 while BPjestban: Jand of Klngr (McClelland &
Stewart, 200 paws, 339.95 cloth) was io
production. Bcny’s gift for capturing
landscapes (especially ruins), art. and
calour has been internationally rccogn&
ed by such diitinctions as medals from
the French Academy and the title
“Rniihl of Mark Twain.”
This. his lest book, is an opulent
memorial that wiU plcase (and perhaps
~~I

~~~

with cameras in hand, as well as those
whose heritage indudcs the land of the
Rajputs. The text is by Sylvia A.
Matheron, a journalist and travcller who
has obviously done ha hbmework on
Indii’s
northwestern
province. the
sowee of much great art. one of the

most distinctive Indian cuisines, and the
garment jodhpurs.
Them am many stunning photographs
here. rich with the colows and heat of
the land. Whether he focuses on a tcmplc attendant feeding sacred rats or a
detinl& stat& &turlag th& m&c as
llvlcg statues than beings in motion. In
all the plates, however, his eye for cornposidon and detail is impressive.
A photographer with a more relaxed
approach to people lmnically spends
mdoccasions.TimLhaki;a&itish
freelancer whose often delightful shots

of royalty fill On the Roysl Rottdt A
E!scade of Photographing the Royal
!?zmily (Methuen, 160 pages, $19.95
cloth). Graham has vcrsloas of many of
the expected images: the Queen looking
stem and self-possessed, the’ Queen
Mum smiling sweetly, Lady Di looking
glamomus. and Prince Charles looking
dashiw in his ceremonial ualfcwms.
Naturally, this makes it an idcal gift
for monarchists and Royal Famllywatchers (and probably not for anticolonialists), but its saving grace for
those n&her espeeiauy pro nor antiroycl is Graham’s of hamour and
timing. He catches the Queen grimacing
as she steps through a muddy paddock
or sitting doughtily in her Hanods outSfit
in a dugout paddled by painted Maa%
the Duke of Edinburgh scowling while a
man behind hh in a ceremonial
siott;
and one of the many royal do& be
inp carried by a bodyguard down the
steps of a plaae. Them am nice motordrive sequenncesof Prince Charla falling
off his windsurfer and his sister Anne
felling from her horse into a water-trap.
At the opposite mtrcmc are (he state
Iv.
~~. unnomdated lmaaes of Paris in
Eu&~&etl851-lWi, by JamesBorcornan (Nati& Gallcrv of Canada. 140
pages, ‘S35 cloth). &et,
relatively
unheralded during most of his career.
documented the buildings and gardens
of Paris erased by modernization during
his lifetime. His work was discover& by
U.S. photographer Bemice Abbott. and
since has achieved both popular and
critical aeelaim.
The full-page repmductlons are in
beautiful brown-and-black duotone. but
there ye only 24 of them. Bomoman
discusses Atget’s life and work in detail,
dispetig myths about him. This is a
study of mom interest to historians of

&we copiously illustrated volumes of
Atger’s work are available.
Instead, although not in any sense
(lxyond co-publishing) a Canadian product, consider giving the family
photographer Michael Rue&s Eye oa

.
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Amerln &4cCWland & Stewart, unpagbmted. S49.95 cloth). Although it
will take half a Gnote out of your
Christmas budget. it’s a stunning cc&*
tion, sumptuously printed. Ruetr is a
Gcmiaa photographer whose favowite
tool is the Llnhof Techcomma, a
Mercedes-Benz of cameras. It can encompass a IOO-degree sweep of landscape with no distortion, and Ructz
knows when to “se it.
The most sttim
vistas here are
printed on pages wltb a fold-out, giving
The Dakota badlands, New MI&O
mesas, and U.S. cities have seldom looked this good. The only drawback to this
book is that the designer’s reluctance to
clutter the photos with page or plate
numbers makes it very hard to discover
where they were taken.
For Second-W&d-War veterans. and

devotees of detailed military histories, a
good choice might be Maple Ieaf Route:
Antwerp (h4aple Leaf, 144pages, S24.95
cloth). This is the third in an ambitious
siwolume series by Robert Vogel and
Terry Copp cowing tbe Canadian AImy’s Northwestern European campaign
in 1944%. Thesame virtues displayed in
earlier volumes arc here: solid rescarcb.
including war diaries and Vogel’s
translations of German army sources;
good use of photography and maps; and
an uncluttered design. The only shortcoming ls a lack of personal anecdotes
that help give a human dimension to war
hihtorics; the war diaries, written as an
record of batlles, am necessarily rather
elliptical in their record of tbe individuals that won them, and died in
them. By the time the series is cornpleted, there should be few unanswered
questiops left for future historians. 0

._

The pleasures of the kitchen: beyond the
neighbourhood muffin cabals lies the tantalizing
promise of cooking adventure

&JDOUGLAS HILL.

~~arnosgcommitted to the pleasures of
the kit&en, the holiday season is a fine
excuse to sweep out the cobwebs of tired
cuisineand get a head start on a New
Year’s vow of cooking adventure. If you
put on 10 or 15 pounds doing it, so
what? Cold weather’s coming. And if
you terrorize the supper table with your
experinlcnts and excesses, that won’t be
fatal either. Conviviality pardons honest
error, M should do so, and your gcests
will have something to gossip about at
the next party.
The past few months have produced
an ample shopping bag of new
cookbooks. Many am of negligible
value, the mmrlglnal efforts, shamclcs*
Iy eclectic and cheerfully trite, of
neighbourhood euffin cabals and men’s
encounter groups. Tuna casseroles and
jcllo fantasies,
it would seem, like the
poor, always ye have with you. But here
are some books of more than casual interest. each with substance enough to
keen any cook’s anticipation.
A pair of all-purpose v~lame~ to
begin. Pierre Fmney’s Low-Calorie
Gourmet (Fitzbenty & Whiteside, 276

pages, $21.50 cloth) will please anyone
who wants (or needs) to turn out ap-
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petizitg disbeP with reasonable eflicien-

cy and no cream, no flour-based sawes,
little butter and salt. Franey’s approach
to food that won’t kill or disfuurc is
sensible, neither zealous nor severe; he
adapts and invents gracefully. and cmphasizu balanced IightnePr and the role
that thoughtful presentation can play in
compensating for caloric overload.
Joanne Rates, the Toronto-based crltlc,
has, as her regular readers understand.
no absolute philosophical pmdlsposltion
against the sinfully rich and silkily
szmmptlous, but The Joanne Kales
Cookbook (Oxford, 202 pages, $12.95
paper) ls careful, too, when flavour
won’t be sacrificed. about fatteners and
thickeners. Each of tbe book’s 12 se0
tions (the range is from appctlzers to
camp and barbecue fare to preserves)
has at least a couple of recipes that look
so interesting
they demand to be tested
immediately.
One book that will likely induee tears
of hungry longingfor the all-too-short
Canadian summer focuses on fresh
vegetables. Elizabeth Ayrton. in The
Pleasure of Vegetables (Penguin, 189
pages, $5.95 paper). offera a good
arzOrtmmt of fairly basic rcclpa, all
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glossed with the charming English tones
and terminology that admirers of such
Penguin cooks as Elizabeth David,
Arabella Boxer, and Claudia Rode” will
find familiar and somehow rassming.
Make a note now to buy a freezfx on
Boxing Day and cram it full next
August.
More

specialized tastes vdl find
rewards in the next three items. The
Betty Jane Wylie Cheese Cookbook
(Osford, I82 pages, 312.95 paper) is a
comprehensive collection, homey and
stmlghtforrrard, that tu”s fmm m&its
and fondues to soups and souffl4.
There is valuable infonnatlo” about
cheese types and pecullmik
Wylie
pays homage to such eternal verities of
fmnily life as macam”l-a”d-cheex., but
provides a fair sampling of more exotic
fare as well. Ginger Rnst to West, by
Bruce Cost (Raincoast, I89 p@es,
$13.95 paper), opens up its subject in
detail; the introductory matter-history,
geography, folklore, sped iook and
i”gredients to deal with the flavourful

ly Qthll of the book. The recipes come
from a United Nations of cuisines alonn
the “‘ginger rolue.“; many of them sotI”
very strange indeed. But worth a try. if
you’re daring, and there’s a good seleetion of gingerbrads if you’re not. Cynthia Wlne’c Hot and Spicy Cooldug
(Pawin, 160pages, 812.95 paper) is for
thestout of heart and stoic of tongue; it
also helps if you live near a beer store.
“Food so good it hurts!” threatens the
cover, but author Wile does point out,
as she scatters garlic and hot cl&s in
ha fiery international wake. that
tolerance for these soul-cleansing
delights increases vvlth expaie”ce.
Three new books are devoted to
ethnic cookery. The most unusual of
these is From My Grandmother’s Eltchc”: A Sepbsrdic Coohbook, by Viviane Alchech Miner and Linda Krinn
(Trittd Publishing, Gainesville, Florida,
184 pages, 88.95 paper). The collection
of recipes blends Turkish, Greek, Romania”, and Bulgarian cuisines with a
Spanish touch, and ls flavomed with
Alchech’s family reminiscences and

photo8mphs of a vanished era Some of
the food sounds awfully bland and
heavy. but the basic.dish*l are inviting
enough. Recipes from Pasquale’s Ititchce, by Pasquale carpino with Judith
Dry”a” (Doubleday, 223 page& 812.95
oaoerl.
. . -: is bv television’s “sinpjnr! chef.”
This ts tomato-and-g&
italian,
without much flair, though the author’s
tips and miscell&eou~ information
make this a useful starter-book. About
hii garnish of personal philosophy,
presented in bold type (“I am never
rough with a good cut of steak. I treat it
as gently aEif I were touching the face of

a beautiful woman”). one should not
speak. Cookhxg from an Italka Gurden
(Iiolt. Rinehart & Winston, 354 page&
$23.95 cloth) Is a far classier book.
Paola Scamvelli and Jon Cohen have
compiled over 300 meatless recipes here,
with menus for a variety of occasions.
Many are simple, some quite sopbistiated; 12 months with this volume as
you only guide would surely make for
elegant and inventive dii.
No festive seam” would be complete
without at least one “tdtinmte” dessert
book. Chocolate, Cbocol~te, Chocolate.
by Barbara Myers (Penguin. 293 pages.
810.95 paper), ought to take care of all
but the most extraordinary urges and
provide employment for at least a
&teration
oi dentists and dermatologists. Brown& by Linda Burum
(John Wiley, 168 “pages. $8.95). with
more than 100 recipes in a compact format, is a handy b&up. Final&, if you
can’t cook and don’t care to try. study
The Cook’s Quotaflo” Book, by Maria
Polushkln Robbins (Penguin, 86 pages,
$4.95 paper). and dine out oftm in good
company. A judicious sptinkling of the
wit and insight assembled here should
guarantee you’ll be invited back. 0

than deep? And I think it’s entirely epprop+& that the Doctor’s romance is
with ltk Jewishness rather than his
women. which is fmstmti”g to the
this.
It’s interesting, though, isa’t it, to
think, why this wave of indlltlon?
Were people expecting another The
Name of the Rose? Were thev offended
by h&g their “oses rubbed h the antiJewish side of the Inquisition? Or has
my taste slipped? I think it’s a good
book.
MmianEngel
Toronto
wnn REGARD TU the revlw of The
Spcmivh Doctor (October), I have not

read this book, as my iii
is still
waiting for it. But what I would like to
know is: why do you have a reviewer
who says. “I don’t know enough to
challenge [Cohen’s authorltyl” or “1
wish I knew enough about medieval
Spain . . .” or “Passing referencEa in
books I have. . . “7 Wouldn’t it be better pm&e to get a reviewer who actual-

Iv did know somethina about the
&phardic Jews and nte&vid Spain?
There are several Seohardic assoclatlons,
educational institutibm, and synagogu&
in Toronto and Montreal where, with a
minimum of inquiry, you nxight have
discovered that there are several
knowledgeable people more than
qualified to wile a somewhat more
iiformed review than I.M. Owe”.
Judith R. Cohen
Toronto

IT I.3 * mystery

to many of

us why the

Toronto press ha ground its heelin the
face of Matt Cohen’s The Spat&h DOE
tar, and I’m surprised at I.M. Owen’s
joining in with this somewhat undaerved (any reviewer has a right to dislike a
book and God knows I’ve bee” bad to a
lot of p’eople)chorus.
On specifx points, I don’t see why he
. has to doubt Cohen’s research. My own
is creaky and old, but I do mmunber
special status was give” Jewish physiclans ln the Lusignan tad Venetian
regimes in the Easter” Meditaranean.
And women, providing they were
widows, were aometlmes able to arrange
Jewish wome”, who
tb
participate in usury, even as agents of.
Cbrlstian traders who couldn’t for the
sake of their souls.
As for charactuization, bar Owe”
forgotten that in a picarmque structure
such as The Spattbh DocIor the development of character rmts broad rathw

I.M. Owen replien’ Thanks to Marian
gngel for giving me some of the information I was hoping for; but doesn’t her
phrase “‘pmvidl”g they wen widows”
bear out my doubts? Gabrlela is a”
established trader as a” unmarried
woman of 21.
I was disappointed “or to like the
book, and conspond@ly
glad that
judges a reputable as George Woodcock (Bahwday Nkht, October) and
Marlan Engel dii like it. What smpdses
me is to fmd the latter advmtdng a consplmcy theory of reviewing. I didn’t join
a chorus, I read the book twice and gave
my opinion, solo. I don’t understand her

question
about the picaresque
novel-whll
I don’t think TheS~nish
Doctor is-but here are my answers to
the last four questions: (1) I’m not indignant. (2) Why not expect another
The Name of the Rose? Do you mean
that we shouldn’t expect Cmmdianr to
write such good books as Italians?
(3) I’ve bee” accused of being soft on
Communism; thii is the fmt suggestion
that I’m soft on the Inquisition too.
(4) I doubt if your taste has slipped,
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though in this one instance it’s unae
countable to me, ps mine is to you.
To Judith Cohen: There seems to be
some misunderstanding: I wasn’t writing
a book about the book, I was writing a
review. However, if Judith Cohen will
guide me to some of those Sephardic
libraries. 1’11guide her to a book store so
that in future she won’t have to write
about a book review without readbxg the
book.

Ru.w Bedsprings, by I.P. Nightly
At=rEltAjuveniIe acquaintance sprang
that old chestnut on us recently, we
began to wonder how such phoney
titles would work if they were tagged
with the names of real writers. The
Klanin Canada.by Hugh Hood, for
example.
or Oopsl, by J.M.S.
Careless. Or (shudder) Adwnrum in
Prosthetic Medicine,
by George
Woodcock. We’ll pay Q.5 for the
best list of fraudulent titles combined
with the names of well-known Canadian writers. Deadline: January I.
Address: CanWit No. 98, Books in
Cmudu. 366 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto MSA 3X9.
&zults

of CanWit No. B6

OURREQUESTfor definitions of othacise muaningIess Canadian placenames brought an avalanche of mtries. as wzll as the news that ATB
Publishing’s Calgary Region Edition
of The Meming qf Lif (which provides definitions of such places as
Dalroy, Seebe. and Waiparous,
Alla.) is already into ite second prlntIng. The winner is Mzgant
Cartingtcm of Richmond Hill, Ont., for
a list that includes:
Chlmullml: A parasitethat lodged in
the lungsof horsescausingwheezing
and coughing.

Duntroon:
Past participle of
Dotman (to behave ethllally under
ditlicult circumstances).
ghusv;;lp: A Literarydevice that attributer to one sense qualities that are
acaally apparent to another. E.g..
“the glittering notes of the harp.”
“the bright turquoise taste of
mangoes.”
Pid:cring: Ineffectual complaining.
Tenmgagnl: Torture by tickling.
Siwmour: An ediphonic, parasitic
funsus characterized by greenish-
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who’s who
YOURREVIEWERof my book, A Mouth
Orgcm~orAngeLF
(October), noted that
“oddly” the name of my poet, Flowers
Coghill resemble that of my friend and
colleague. Fred G~gsw.Il.
May I have space to ocpkiin’to your
readers. now that my sins are cacbbtg
up with me? The name Tlbbets Coghill
popped into my head ai Tibby’s name

Kapusknslng:A stucco-likematerial
used to finish interior walls and
(especially)ceilings.

Klpllng: Fastening together
means of small metal dowels.

weeks before I was to meet his family
and diimver that his father had to be
Flowers CogbiIl, a multi-bellied poet,
who wolfed oysters and called Ids poems

wk.
About a year after that, Fred Cogswell came out with a tine book of poems
called Pear/s. which I had not known
about My b&k at that time was with its
publisher, but I thought it prudent to
diilose to Fred the double coincidence
of the name and the oysters. He prw
fessed not to believe in the purity of my
intentions. Nevertheless, out of sheer
mischief I suppose. I stuck with my poet
and his name, secure in the knowledge
that anyone who knows Fred knows that
he is as far from being what Flowers is
-the
poet as parasite - as anyone can
be.
Robert Gibbs
Fredericton
Eastandwesr
ONECOULDALMOSTeonelude fmm Paul
WUson’s review of The Writer and
Humm Rig/m (October) that he thinks
the function of the writer in the West
fortune in U&g under
Liberal democracy. Of course we are fortunate to he in a liberal democracy; of
count the tyrannies of Eastern Europe
make the physical and spiritual repression suffered in the West seem trivial by
comparison. Does it follow Ihat we
should be silent about the way things
are. just because, as Wilson points out,
things could get worse? I would have
hoped the substitution of cheerleading
for social ctiticism was the exclusive pmvines of “Sock&t Realism.” The acute
contrast between Canadian society and
the societies of Czechoslovakia or Chile
should not blind tm to the actual conditions in Canada. To see our own world
in terms of what it is not. rather than
what WC can make it, is the way to
paralysis.
Finally, “repressive tolerance’~ is not
a vague, undefiied term. It was coined
by Herbert Marcuse and set out in an
essay by that title. Although Josef
Skvorecky,
whom Wilson
quotes,
fudges the question
by confusing
“repressive”
and “oppressive,”
Skvorecky’s description of “the kind of
spineless tolerance some people display
toward any nonsense or provocative
stupidity whatsoever,” is curiously dose
to Marcuse’s notion, though doubtless
of different intent.
D.S. ProwIfoot
MOlltIeal

Anligonis~ ‘Ihe feelingwhenafter a
long ingonirh the sneuc doesn’t
come.
Tiinish: A sneeze that after a
dramatic ingonbh is much smaller
thanyou expected. Alw, used for the
half-repressed, genteel rncac of a
maiden aunt.
-Mary Tomlinson, Halifax
Flln Flon: When the water in the
shower changesunexpectedlyfrom
hot to add or via versa.

Thvssalon: A small group of travelUng Bible students.
-NeiI&4u.%cott, London, Ot.
Okotolu: Set of wooden implements

used to szrape mud and bugs from
M automobile windshield.
Edsily crushed; a tam

applied to a type of pper ideal for
ripping out of a Qpewriter when
thingsare not going well.

-Lois

.

by

a
breath.
s”eeze.

Gqunndsh:
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orant.

CaIgaty

blonlral:
An ~nual
eventwhen
publlc transit personnel take a short
vacation lasting anywhere from a
few days to a month.
-Steve Marquis. Montreal

Wimlpegosis: A disease caused by
overstimulation as a result of gadng
at the prairie.
-warner
wmter
Islington, ant.

Paul W&on replies D.S. Proudfoot
misunderstood what I was saying. I wav
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not arguing that writers should be less
critical of life in a democracy, but simply

that if
should
Forshe
stansr,

they are going to be critical, they
do their homework (like Carolyn
or Allen Ginsberg. in thii inand let fasts, not rhetoric, do the

persuading. Inflated, ideologically inspired rhetoric like Ian Adams’s (my

tin
example) is in many ways worse
than nothing because (a) it distorts the
facts; tb) it discourages people from acring: and (cl it undermines the ablity of
lrncuage to describe reality. Surely if a
w&r
has any “function”
or responsibility at aI, it is to keep the tools of his
trade--words-in
good \vorkiiS order. I
believe that far from “blinding us to =

tual conditions in Canada.” contrasts
between our sociely and those under
repr&ve regimes are important prWisk
ly because they sharpen our nose for
dangerous trends at home that bring us
closer

to

trends-which

tyranny.

One

of

is -ted-call
it silence, if you
like-that
em only be tilled with the
babble of proagands. And then we’re in
for real trouble.
THE ED1i’tX.S RECO~IVD
I -m-11111
POWWING
Canadian books were
reviewed in the previous issue of Books
in Gmada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:

THB

FICTION
Not Wanted on the V&age, by Timothy
Findley. Penguin. By revivifyingthe myth
of Noah and the Flood so extravagantly.
Findley turns the deliberatedestructlo”of
that ancient world. by Ywch. into an illuminating metaphor for the Illrely 80
cidmtal but all too imaginabledestruction,
by us. of this one.

these
NON-FltXION

1 tried to describe in my

review-is the devaluation of language.
When words fail us. a semantic vacwm

Classlfled rates:l Perli”e(4Ocharaoters
to the line). Deadline: first of the month
for issued&d follcwlng month. Address:
Books I” Canada Classlfled, 366 Adelaide
Stmet East. Toronto M5A 3X9. Phong
(416) 3635426
“CRm’
WAY TO LOSE WEIGHT. Maybe
It’s crazy, but It vrotksl No drugS.~No
counting calorles. Mall only $2 to: ARYY
Box 16&L. BarrIngton, N.J. GSO07-0160
MILLION DOLLAR HEALTH SECRET
Become a” excltlng. Sensual, new you!
Full instructions only $1.00 - Mail now
to ERVY Box 160.H. Banlngto”, NJ.

08ao7.oi60

THE 1985 CALENDAR
OF HOLY
vJOF.IENedlted by Margot H. King. 85.95
including postage. Peregrina PublIshI”
409 Garrison Crescent. Baskatoo”,
Sask. S7H 229
OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana
Catslogues. Herltage Books, 868 Palmerston fix. Tom&, Ontario M6G 252
SELL BY PHONE crlth new qutomatle
system. New solid state electmnlc
system makes selling by telephone big
business. Speeds up calling many times,
outs costs, Invaluable for getting sales
leads.direct selling, fund ralslng, politlcal
canvassing. As automatic as a computer,
as parsonal as the human voice. Simple
to operate. For detalls contaot: Box
18&M. BarrIngton. NJ., 08007~0106
USED LAVJBOOKS. 30 day free examination. Write J.L Heath, 66 Isabella St.
11105.Toronto M4X lN3.922.0849.

Urban Scnwl, by Erlka ltltter. Macmillan.
When Ritter casrsher beady eye on the
foibles of contemporary life-from
Caribbean holidays to bicycling-hrr
observatiau are clear and detailed. if MT
comforting. We cm run for cover and
shout rhat we are not like Iha, but the
book is shot thmugh with moments of
recognirion.
BOOKS REC3iJV.D

THE F~I.LO~~N~ Canadian books have
been received by Book in Canada in re
cent weeks. Inclusion in this list does not

predude
issue:

a review or notice in a tWu’e

D on’t you know someone who’d love
to receive a subscription to Books in
Canada this Christmas? Someone who
likes to keep up with the latest develop
ments in Canadian literature, who enjoys
good writing, incisive criticism, snappy
h&rviews, and informative columns?
Only Books in Canada provides all that,

ten times a year, at such a low price:
our special Christmas gift subscription
rate is only $10.00. Come to think of it,
now may be a good time to treat yourself
to a subscription, at this same special
rate. Give Books in Canada to your
friends or to yourself: you’ll find us a
very pleasant surprise - ten times a year!

Please send oneyear gift subscription at $10.00 each to
he persons listed below:
Name
Vame
GidRSS
Address
_

Postal code
Postalcode
I would like you to send notice before Christmas of
my gift signed from

Make cheques payable to: Canadian Review of
3001csLtd., 366 Adelaide St. E., Toronto M5A 3X9

My

name is

Address
Postal code
0 I too want to subscribe fol
$10.00
0 My cheque is enclosed.
0 Please bill me.
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This book gives you all the basic information on Canadian Collegesand Univemities that you’ll need to make the best
choice for your future. Basic facts, uptodate listings, and answers to all the quesyou need answered. Iceberg Guide: Can-

Notre G&k Icebew, avec ses listes 6clairs,
vous donne un apew de ce qui est offert
dans les colEges et universit6s bun o&n
A l’autre. Nous vous rendons la &he
facile. Il &it de consulter le Guide
Iceberg 84/85 pour prendre connaissance
des choii possibles et trouver r6ponse B
tiutes vos questions. C’est le cboix des
ann6es 80.
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adian Colleges and Universities is the
book you need for the best future. Iceberg’s

ahead to help you win.
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